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----Eight candidates l e f t - - - - -

8 oa rd to pick one
BY DAVID ADAMS

college of professional studies,
Colorado State University, Ft.
The Presidental Search Commit- Collins, Col.; Dr. Irene M. Hulicka,
tee, after almost two years of dean and faculty member of natuwork, has narrowed down 250 ral and social sciences, State
applicants to eight and officially University College at Buffalo.
announced those Central presiden- Buffalo~ N.Y.; Dr~ James E. He• tial ho_pefuls to the Board of ald, dean of the college of educaTrustees.
tion, Northern Illinois University,
Don Schliesman, dean of under- DeKalb, Ill.; Dr. Robert B. Glenn,
graduate affairs, officially presen- provost and academic vice presi~ ted the name to the Trustee dent of Northern Michigan Univermembers last Friday night in their sity, Marquette, Mich.; and Dr.
regular meeting. The eight fina- Donald L. Garrity, provost of San
Fransisco State University, San
~ lists were to be publicly announced
at the meeting, however, the Fransisco, Cal~fornia.
names had been released the day
Meeting in executive session,
before to a local newspaper by a the Board discussed the criteria
trustee,_
for the selection of the new
Those finalists are: Dr. Frank S. president. That criteria has not
Stilling, dean of the school of fine been released as yet. The Board of
and applied arts, Central Michigan Trustees will make the final deciUniversity, Mt. Pleasant, Mich.; sion as to who will be the next
Dr. Phillip R. Marshall, exec4tive President at Central.
vice president of Eastern WashThe trustees did say, however,
~ ington University, Cheney; Dr. that they would go to the UniverJohn H. Keiser, vice president for sities of the candidates and invite
academic affairs, Sangamon State - them to Central for interviews.
University, Springfield, Ill.; Dr. The Presidental Search Commit~ -William H. Johnson, dean--ofthe tee began the task of finding a new

president about a month after the
present Central President, Dr.
Jam es E. Brooks, announced his
resignation on September 22,
1976
Brook's _resignation will take
effect at the end of summer
quarter and the new president
should take office for the fall
quarter of 1978.
There was some doubt as to
whether there would be a new
president chosen by the time
Brooks resigned. It was during
ex-Governor Dan Evans' last term
in office that the Central Board of
Trustees worked with the Search
Cmpmittee.
But when Dixy Lee Ray took
over as Governor on January 17,
1977, she replaced the old Board of
Trustees with new members. According to Burton Williams, dean
of social and behavioral sciences
and head of the Presidential
Search Committee, the Search
Committee just got started when
the Board vanished.
The New Board of Trustees is
expected to have interviewed and
selected a new president by May 1.
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Darter story
retracted
The November 17, 1977, issue of the CRIER carried a front page
story by Kelly Ryan entitled "Improprieties in County Office
Noted". The article recounted allegations by former employees of
the Kittitas County Auditor's Office concerning the operation of
that office under Marion Darter who resigned as County Auditor
last ,ruly. The article concluded with the statement that Assistant
Attorney General Jim Pharris, who is a legal advisor to the State
Auditor's Office in Olympia, was sending a letter to County
Prosecuting Attorney, Joe Panattoni, asking him to look into tl~e
matter.
The editor of the CRIER has received a letter from Mr. Pharris
denying Mr. Ryan's assertion that the Attorney General's Office
has referred any matter to the County Prosecutor's Office -in
connection with the allegations made in the article. Mr. Pharris's
letter states "While I did indeed recently write a letter to Kittita.s
County Prosecuting Attorney, Joseph Panattoni, concerning the
1976 audit examination for Kittitas County, my letter made no
reference to any of the issue~ mentioned in your article of
November 17th and did not concern the operations of the County
Auditor's Office." Mr. Pharris' letter further states "As for the
matter-s v1hich were the subject of the November 17th article, I can ·
only say that the Auditor appears to have concluded the
matter without referring anything to us. That being the case, we
have taken no action in recent years in connection with the
practices of the Kittitas County Auditor's Office, and have no
present intention of taking any action." Mr. Panattoni confirms
that he has not received any letter from the State Auditor or the
Attorney General requesting an investigation of the Kittitas
County Auditor's Office.
The stor3 concerning the Kittitas County Auditor's Office which
appeared in the November 17th issue of the CRIER was largely
based on information provided to Mr. Ryan by former employees
of that office who reportedly became ipvolved in an internal
dispute with Ms. Darter during .their employment in her office.
1

The new CRIER editor wishes to publicly state that it will be the
policy of this newspaper not to allow the newspaper to be used as a
public forum for private disputes. The CRIER regrets and
apologizes for any embarrassment to Ms. Darter caused by the
inaccuracies contained in the November 17th article.

PAUL FRIDLUND, EDITOR

FINAL DAYS-C.W.U. President James E. Brooks is still working hard,
but in August he will no longer be Central's chief executive. Last week
the list of candidates for Dr. Brooks' job was narrowed to eight. The
CRIER has contacted all of the candidates to find out what their
educational philosophy is and what they think of Central. Their stories
are on pages 12 and 13.

Pay stays at $2.30
$2.30 per hour. The reason, Dietz
said, was to "keep students workSince the new minimum wage ing."
Dietz said that it was up to the
law became effective last January
1, which raised basic wages to Board to make a decision on what
$2.65 an hour, most people will see the students needed and wanted.
an increase in their paychecks; "We felt more student's would be
most people that is, except Central employed and be able to count on
their income for the rest of the
students.
Because of the State's reduction year," he said.
There was·one group which feels
in expenditures, leading to serious
financial problems for Central, that the minimum wage should be
college officials explained that paid, however. That group is the
there is not enough money to both Student Wage Committee. It was
meet wage increases and maintain explained by one member of the
the student work force at the committee that a recommendation
was made to have the wages
present level.
According to the Student Em- increased, or at least analyze the
ployment Office it would take an problem and see if there were any
additional $19,009 to pay for the available funds.
But the Budget Committee had
wage hike this year. Next year's
budget would call for an additional already analyzed the budget for
$59,000 to keep the same number this year and knew there could be
. of students working at the $2.65 no way to increase wages and keep
per hour rate. Such additional all students employed, explained
monies, college officials explain, is the S.W.C. person.
But according to the Student
something Central does not have
Wage Committee, there might be
at this time.
a slim chance that students will
"If the wage increase was gran- get the $2.65 wage.
ted for this year," said B.O.C.
It was explained by a committee
member Rich Dietz, "there would person that Institutions of hig~er
be two options the college could go education are exempt from paymg
with." Those options are: (1) All the wage hike until the minimum
departments would work their wage has been accepted for the
student employees at the $2.65 entire state. In July, the State
rate until the funds allocated for Legislature meets and historically
student wages ran out or, (2) A they have followed suit with the
number of students em-ployed - nation and the wage hike could
would have to be laid off in order
.
.t hen be accepted.
to make funds available to pay the
What this means, the committee
$2.65 minimum wage. .
person said, is that the State
Dietz said, the Board of Control Legislature might require the
could have recommended the wage colleges and universities to pay
increase to the Budget Committee, the new minimum wage and
consisting of President Brooks, possibly provide funds.
But considering the cuts that
Vice President Edward Harringare going on state-wide, it is
ton and Vice President for Busi1doubtful if funds would be providness Affairs, Courtney Jones.
Instead, the B.O.C. decided to 1ed. It is even more doubtful if the
go along with the Budget Commit- State Legislature would require
colleges and universities to pay
tee's recommendation to stay at
BY DAVID ADAMS

the new minimum wage.
-- A<;~ording to the Acting Dean
of Student Development, Don
Guy, Central requested and got an
exemption from the $2.65 wage
increase on federal work study.
Guy said that with the federalWork Study program, the student
is quaranteed the amount alloted
to him. He explained that with
keeping to the $2.30 salary base,
students will get the federal
money over a longer period of time
instead o-f all at once.
"If we went with the $2.65- per
hour wage, students would -be
earning their money sooner," said
Guy. "Since they can only earn
what is alloted to them, it would
mean they would not have a job
later on in the school year. This
way they can count on a wage until
the end of Spring."
There are about l,035 working
students on campus, according to
the Student Employment Office's
Fall figures; 750 are regular
employees, about 250 are on
federal work study and 35 are on
state work study.
Another reason for the minimum wage staying at $2.30 for this
year was explained by B.O.C.
member Rich Dietz. He said that
the colleges and institutions are
required to pay at least 85 percent
of the minimum wage.
Dietz said that 85 percent of the
new $2.65 minimum wage would
be $2.25. Five cents less than what
the college is paying now in wages.
But because the minimum wage
will not be raised this year to $2.65
doesn't mean that students can't
make more money.
According to Dean Guy, Students who work over 200 hours are
eligible for a 10 cent raise under
the bonus program. Guy said
"because we are not paying the
new minimum wage, we are able
(Cont. on Page 2) -
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No tuxedos or corsages

News Notes Selling policy changed
llli

BY NANCY WOLFF

::_

RED CROSS BLOOD DRAWING

::

Central students will have their chance to help save lives on
February l, 1978 from 11 a.m. to l. p.m. in the S.U.B. small
Ballroom when the Columbia River Red Cross Blood Mobile will
ask for blood donations.
Blood collected from this program is distributed to 14 counties
and 37 hospitals throughout central Washington . and Oregon.
Chuck McClure and Toni Talbert (B.O.C. members) are
::::
::::
:~:~
::::
}
}

McClure said that Central students have responded favorably to
the blood drive in the past. Also, students from Central's Health
Education Department will assist the blood-mobile personnel on
February 1. The blood mobile consists of 5 registered nurses and a
maintenance man. They are on the road 3 days a week to collect
blood throughout the region.

}
::;:;
)
::::
}
:;:;

INCREASE IN
STUDENT LOANS

··

:j~j:

:::::
;:;:.
)
:;:;

~:~::

::;::

The Carter Administration has .received an increase in the
money available for National Direct Student Loans (N.D.S.L.)
from Congress. This has been increased from $304 million to $326
for 1978. There were also increases in the funding for College
work-study programs and for certain minorities in the Professions
Program.
The Basic Grants (B.E.O.G.), however, will remafn essentially
the same, with national funding now at $2.215 billion.
National funding for all college financial aid programs has dropped
in the last year, with a $19 million appropriations cut in 1979 from
the fiscal 1978 levels.

.....

:J
::;:;
::;::

:r

:;:;:

::~::

::;:;

::
M.D. DANCE MARATHON
::
-: : The annual Muscular Dystrophy Dance Marathon will be held on.:::t
:::::February 24 and 25 from 8 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the S.U.B. Ballroom. :;:::
:;:;:

f

;:;:;
;:::;
:::::
:~:~:

Iii

·c ontributions are being taken by participants for the National
Campaign for the Muscular Dystrophy.
Participants will dance 24 hours and ask for pledges for the
number of hours they dance. Pledge forms and information can be
found in the S.U.B. Information- Booth by calling 963-3488 or
contacting Gail Lundgren at 963-1920.

;~:~:

:;:;:
~;~;:

Th:s~~::::Oi:::::e;:~e:n::::M:L:::::work t

lili

;~;~; study job (part-time or full-time) for the summer may place their
:;:;: names on a sign-up roster in the Office of Student Employment,
~;~::Barge 101, between March 13, 1978 and April 21, 1978. An
:;:;:information s~eet will be available explaining eligibility, process
f for applying, etc.

!iii

:;:;:
~:~::
;:;::

Washin~on State:::::e::::::~:::~held every Tuesday

A hearing to amend University
W .A.C. (Washington Administrative .Code) 106-140-040 was held
last Tuesday. The policy concerns
the regulations for selling on
campus.
According to Don G~y, Dean
tant Dean of Students and Hearing
Officer, "the policy has not been
revised since the late 40's."
Because of the change in status
to a university, many of Central's
codes are undergoing · revision.
The primary change in this code is
one of wording. For example, the
category of "residence halls" was
amended to read "university housing."
"Students have the same rights
in their own dorm rooms as they
would have in their own private
residences regarding the sale of
merchandise, such as Avon products," added Guy.
The code states that "residents
in university housing are allowed
to sell or offer services on commission with a special permit from the
Director of Auxiliary Services or
his designee."
"The University Union Board
regulates the selling policy by
individuals and groups in the
Samuelson Union Building... Offcampus vendors may rent table
space in the Union building for a
maximum of two days ... ".
Obsolete references dealing
with the sale of items such as
corsages and tuxedos were omitted from the new code.
Don Wise, Associate Dean of
Student Development and Bill
~rickson, Auxilary Services, at-.
tended the meeting. Prior to the ··
meeting Wise met with members
of the - Ellensburg Chamber of

Drought over?
The drought in the Pacific
Northwest may be over. Yet, that
doesn't mean Central will liquidate
its Energy Conservation Advisory
Board (E.C.A.B.).
According to Phil Hamilton,
Chairman of the Board, "Over a
period of five or six · years there
ha·s been a significant increase in
the cost of utilities here at Central.
Our utility bill last year was over ·
one million dollars. That includes
heat, lights, sewer and water." In
the academic year of 1970-71, the
combined utility bill was only
$250,000.
That huge rise in cost for
utilities is contributed to many
factors. There are three buildings
that have been constructed since
1970-71. Those buildings include
the Language and Literature
building, the Anthropology build·
fog and the new Library. Another
major factor involved in the increased utility bill, is the growing
rate of inflation. One can not
include an increase in population
to the above, in fact, "The popula·
tion", said Hamilton, "was higher
. in 1971-72 than in 1975-76, in terms
of college enrollment."
"Presently", said Hamilton, "We
are working on ways of educating
the people who live and work ori
campus in order to bring energy

..................................................................

:;:;
~:~:

:;:;

~=~=

15 %

discount in ski department

!ill

:::: and Thursday from 8-3 p.m.1 Sign up at the S. U .B. Information ~:~:

1roth.

CANCELLATION

ted concerning the h~aring. "It is
required that a hearing be conducted each time a W.A.C. policy is
changed," he added.
Since there were no objections
to the policy changes, the amendments were approved.

Commerce to inform them of the
pending hearing. He · explained
that it was customary to inform
the business community of any
policy change which woulr affect
them. In compliance with W .A.C.
regulations, a notice was circula-

~

conservation to their attention.
We are looking at ways to use
radio, local newspapers and television to accomplish this goal."
An energy conservation plan
was .adopted early last spring. It
spells out what operational things
will be done, such as the temperatures at which thermostats should
be set at, and what will be done in
new construction and remodeling.
It appears the E.C.A.B. will
continue to function. "About all we
can do," said Hamilton, "is maintain the status quo. The· cost of
these products will continue to rise
because of inflation. If we can keep
cutting back, then we can keep the
cost down."

Student wages
(Cont. from Page 1)
to keep the bonus program. Something Central could not afford to
do by paying the new minimum
wage."
Under the bonus program when
a student works over 200 hours,
his wage increases 10 cents per
hour. Each time the 200 hour level
mark is hit another 10 cent raise is
added. For students working fulltime (20 hours per-week) the 200
hour mark is easily ·r eached, but
for part-time students (under 20
hours per week) reaching the 200
mark can take up to two quarters.
"The Budget Committee will be
lookihg at next year's budget,"
said Dean Guy, "trying to find
funds from other departments or
areas to_increase student wages."
In the mean time, student wages
will remain at $2.30 per hour. As a
member of the Student Wage
Committee put it, "It is a shame
books and tuition has gone up but
wages haven't."

i,

:~;~ The following previously scheduled recital has been CANCEL- :::;:.
:;:: LED: February 9, Faculty Recital-Peter Gries, piano, at 8 p.m. in }
:::; the Hertz Recital Hall.
:;:;:

illi

The Food Advisory

C:~::::E:I:~d ameeting January 24,

Iii

~:~: :at · 4 p.m. in the Holmes Dining Hall office to discuss dining hall }

;::::food, polic_ies, etc., as related to the dining hall.
;~:~ Students are encouraged to attend. Students will be given a
:;:;chance to ask questions, give some constructive criticism and/or
:;::make compliments concerning the food.
~;~: For more information: phone Wayne Bloomster at 963-3047, or
::::contact Holmes Dining Hall.

lill
;:::
;:;:
:~:~
;:;:
}
:;::
:::::

1·1:

Students inte:::::t:::::::::::s::ucation

ho~am

at Central are required to take a basic skills test in _English,
spelling, math, handwriting and reading.
Winter quarter testing is scheduled for January 21 and
February 4, 1978. Those interested in entering- the Teacher
Education Program can apply in Black Hall, 216.
For more information, call the Office of Teacher Education at
963-2662.

The "Amazing

;:;:;

f

:;:;:
::::
::~:~
;:;::

llil
;:::
;:;:
:~:~
::;:

?
:;::
::::

::~M:il::p:.:::::~:.U. on Thursday, ~i

:::::February 2 at 8 p.m. in McConnell Auditorium.
· ::::
::::: Kreskin is world renowned for his E.S.P. and mind reading :;::
f abilities.
~;~:
::::: A show for the entire family, Kreskin, through his extra sensory ;:;:
( abilities will have to find his paycheck which will be hidden { .
::::: somewhere in the Auditorium. If he can't find his check, he won't ::::
::::: get paid.
:;::
::~:: Tickets for the "Amazing" Kreskin will go on sale the week of ~:~:
) January 16. Prices are $1.50 in advance and $2 at the gate.
(
;~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Try on a pair at your
Red Wing Dealer

Mundy's Family Shoe Store
Open late Friday nights

Downtown
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-----------Winter quarter slump?

Dorm life not dormant in Winter
BY PAT HADALLER

•

When an outsider walks into a
dorm and aslrs what is happening
he can tell it is __winter quarter by
the hesitation that follows his
question. Why is winter qua_rter
so differ~nt fr-om other quarters of
the year?
First of all, it is the middle of the
• year. Fan Quarter is over, everyone has reunited and made new
friends. During -s_pring quarter,
the weather is warm, flowers are
.r blooming and one can feel _tlie
excitement of another year comming to a close. But, wmter
quarter is a dormant time of year.
1
_ The coldness keeps everyone from
wandering outside like they do in
the spring and fall.
• When this reporter persisted in
trying to find out what is happening in the dorms, the resident he
was interviewing would say check
• with so and so in such and such a
room, they know ,everything that
is happening in the dorm.
·
One of the few things that
• happened on the weekend of
January 6, occrirred at Miesner
Hall. Miesner is still maintaining
. its reputation as the hot spot for
• discos. According to Dave Thomason, a resident at Miesner, they
made approximately $100.00 on
the disco. The residents of Miesner
• decided to show a movie in the
S.U.B. theater. Actually they
didn't dedae to show --just a
, movie, they rented "A Star is
• Born". They plan to show the
movie in the S. U .B. theater six

times on February 9 and 10 at 3, 7
and 9:30 p.m.
Other dorms are also having
some functions. Have you ever
worn a hat from the moment you ·
stepped out of bed until you got to
bed again that night? Well, that is
what Davies Hall is planning for
February _24. Here is another
exciting piece of entertainment.
Davies is having a dance entitled,
"Anything Except Disco." The
title, said Mike Coyn, manager at
Davies, explains the music that
will be played at the dance:
Quigley is also in the act with
their activities. According to Sheri
Davis, a resident of Quigley,
"February 22 is the date for the
Second Annual Pie Eating Contest." Although, only Quigley residents can participate, everyone is
invited.
Have you ever heard of · an
Initial Party? Well, that's where if
your name begins with the letter
"J" you bring jello to the party, or
if your name begins with a "P" you
might bring pop or potato chips. ,
Pretty weird you. say? Only the
gil-ls of Sparks could figure out
such a game/party. Sparks is
where it is going to happen
January 31.
It seems that all of the dorms
are wanting to have a formal
dinner around Valentines Day. A
valentines activity th~t everyone
on campus can join in on is the
Valentin~s Dance that Sparks Hall
is sponsoring on Saturday in the
S.U.B. cafeteria. Remember to
mark that date on your calendar,

meet--- - - ..-----Trustees
·
· d
Te n U re P0 5 t P0 n e
•

BY KEN MUNSELL .

•
Central's Board of Trustees met
in the S.U.B. on Jan. 13 for the
first meeting of the new year.
They met in executive session to
discuss procedures for the selection of a new president for Central
nd then conducted a public meeting.
The first item of business was
the formal announcement of the.
-~ight finalists for Central's presidency which will be vacated by Dr.
James Brooks in August of this
year. The names had already been
1-eleased to the press. (See related
articles on pages l, 12 and 13.) Dr.
Donald Schliesman announced the
names, standing in for _ Dean
·" Burton Williams who was out of
town on business.
Schliesman told the trustees
that the eight finalists are un- ,.anked as of yet, and the Board of
Trustees will have the finar responsibility of choosing the next
~resident. He said that the committee stands ready to help the
board in any capacity in selecting
the finalist. He also thanked the
.faculty of Centr~l for keeping the
names of the candidates confidential throughout the search procedure.
• The board thanked Dr. Williams, Schliesman and the other
members of the Search Committee
for their dedication. Trustee Linda
~lifton said that the finalists will
now be reviewed and the Board
will visit the campuses of the
candidates to determine their
ualifications. The candidates will
then be asked to travel to Central
for further interviews.
Dr. E. E. Samuelson, Professor
~meritus who served on Central's
faculty for 36 years led a delegation· of retired faculty in presentj.ng a plea to the board on behalf of
persons retiring from Central before 197 4. The report asked for
supplemental retirement benefits
,tor 22 retired Central faculty

for you will surely be on campus
since President Brooks moved
Lincoln's Birthday from February
13 to .July 3.
The dorms seem to be pretty
calm as far as problems are
concerned. Perhaps the biggest
complaint of most students is the
rip-off of clothing from the laundry
:?o_m, especially jeans. It is getting

to the point where everyone sit~ in
the laundry room like watch dogs
until their clothes are done.
Other things in the news include
a reported Peeping Tom around
Davis Hall. According to Ken
Fulkerson, co-manager at Davies,
the Peeping Tom was heard trying
to enter some rooms. Evidently he
appeared two nights in a ro~ at

AT THE TOP-You start off at two feet and work
your way up to six. To Central student Pam
Comp__!?"· the circus is one of the best forms ot

two in the morning. This occurred
a few weeks ago and he hasn't
been seen since. ,
Yes indeed, Winter Quarter,
1978 is living up to its expectations. Activities do not naturally
occur this time of year. Probably
the most popular thing happening
is skiing, innertubing and ice
skating.

entertainment. The Special Education major said
she wants to teach so she can have her summers
free for the hig_h wire.

::':~~:.:~: ~::..:·::t.~n~~ Su m-m e r sp e n t o n hig hw i re

Due to differences in retirement
plans and lower base salaries paid
to these people, they receive lower
·
benefits.
Business Vice President Courtney Jones said that Central had no
funds available to pay the extra
benefits even though three out of
five state colleges and universities
have made the money available to
pay the supplemental retirement
benefits. Only Central and Eastern
have not done so. Eastern only has
one person eligible for the supplement.
At this point, board member
Sterling Munro remarked that
Samuelson had retired from the
wrong institution. Samuelson answered stating that he was proud
to have served Central through his
career.
Central had asked the legisla- ~
ture for the supplemental money
in the last budget and has asked
for it previously but has never
received the money, according to
Jones. The board expressed their
concern about this matter.
The board then acted on a
motion delaying the granting of
tenure to eleven eligible faculty
members. This was requested by
Academic Vice President Edward
Harrington . because of impending
budget cuts.
Discussion of the motion was
limited by the board since they
believe that there was sufficient
discussion of the subject at the last
board meeting. Dr. Arthur Keith,
Chairman of the Faculty Senate
and other faculty members acting
on their own, _objected to the
limitation.
- Dr. Richard Leinaweaver submitted a letter written by the
Board of Control supporting the
granting of tenure. Russel Hansen, Chairman of the Sociology
Department, remarked that tenure could not be considered an
economic question, but rather as a
(Cont. on Page 7)

BY NATE SMITH

I know -what you're asking:
"With an this culture and great art
we've got now, whatever happened. to good old Show Biz?"
Well, kid, the answer is that it
never went ~nywhere, -it's still
going strong. As long as we can
still go to the circus, Show Biz is in
fine shape.
You heard me, the circus. We've
even got a student here on campus
who is willing to work for that
proud tradition. Pam Compton is a
Special Ed. m~jor at Central who
spends her summers walking a
_tightwire thirty feet above the
·ground. She works at Marriott's
Great. America, a Disneyland-style
amusement park .in Santa Ulara,
California, where she specializes in
high-wire walking, juggling and
trapeze. She does four 45 minute
shows -& ·day, six days a week,
before 1,200 people each time, a
load she describes as "tiring but
fun." Each show contains 8-10 acts
and Pain does hers as part of a trio
of high-wire performers. She is
also accomplished at low-wire performance (six feet__ above the
ground), aerial ballet and unicycle
riding.
She began her circus training at
the tender age of six as a clown
with the Wenatchee Youth Circus.
It was not long after that she
began training for acrobatic work.
As she says, "In training for
working on the wire, you start off
at two feet, then eventually you
- get up to six feet. After that, it's a
matter of losing any fear of h_eights
you've ever had." The Youth
Circus is still operating in W enatchee and gives individuals aged
6-18 a chance to learn what are, to
say the least, very special skills.
With the Youth Circus, Pam got
a chance to travel and was finally
offered a job with Marriott's. The
performers there are mostly
young people and Pam is using the

job to work her way through _
college. "It's great spending the
summer in California," she says.
"The only drawback is that it's
windy in Santa Clara, and that can
make high-wire work difficult."
Last summer, she met Pedro
Carrillo, a nationally acclaimed
high-wire performer, -and he offered her the chance to train with ·
him and work with The Ringling
Brothers' Circus, but, she says, "I
consider school more important
right now."
"'The reason I'm going for an
Education degree is that when I

get a job, I can still spend my
summers doing circus work," she
explains. "I hope that someday I
can start my own amateur circus,
like the one in Wenatchee. There
are only four circuses in the
United States, and I think another
one could be a success. In W enatchee, it's become a community
thing over the years, and that's
what an amateur circus needs."
No entertainment? No Show
Biz? You're wrong, son. You don't
need a stack of Elton John albums
to be entertained; you can always take in the circus.
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Letters ·T o The Editor
.

.

Professor
fl,efends
Central
'1fle following are the personal
views of the writer.]
DEAR EDITOR:

f'a

.

before making statements regarding "the public relations group."
I was hired as an Information
Relations Coordinator under the .
.direction of., the Director of Student Activities for the Associated
Students.
It is my duty to
research and coordinate information and public relations services
directed at the university's student populous.
I have the responsibility far the
lnformational Booth, the quarterly
Calendar of Events, the 8tudent·
Handbook, the implementation of
new programs such as the Peoples
Free University, the Weekly Bulletin, Leadership Day and many
other diverse responsibilities.
I have recently acquired a
volunteer student to assist in
these are-as so that I might advise
the Program Agency regai-ding
_ social events, such as dances,
disco's, -etc.
Neither myself nor my assistant
are being paid by the B.O.C. to
publicize their activities. Therefore, there is no way that funds are
being wasted.
· ·
Perhaps it would be advisable
for Mr. Mueggler to research
before he writes. He could find
himself in a suit for defamation of
character.

Before students answer Mr. Ken
Munsell's question: "Go to Central?" (CRIER, January 12, 1978,
Editorial page) with a resounding
"'Not on your· life!" or, perhaps
with a more tentative "Not yet," I
hope they will consider the "followmg points:
1) The University's instructional bµdget (93% of which is tied up
iP faculty salaries) is directly
linked to enrollment in a state
formula which leaves minimal
room for shifting funds around in
~ pport of varioi1s underenrol~d.
yet essential, programs.
2) In spite of the increasingly
rigorous budgetary constraints
e administration has been and is
doing everything the law permits
to support liberal arts core disciIt does so precisely
plines.
cause it is convinced of the LORETTA GRAVES
RELATIONS
transcendental importance of the INFORMATION
COORDINATOR
.
liberal arts, regardless of whether
students happen to embrace or
hoid them at any given moment.
Why else, I pray, does the School
of Arts and Humanities, for example, have 20 more faculty (30%
fhore) than it would be entitled to
were the state formula literally
applied?
3) Thanks to the cooperation of DEAR EDITOR:
fn outstanding faculty, which,
I would like to bring it to the
through many trials and tribulations has . remained steadfastly -attention of the students who live
loyal to its students, the adminis- on and off campus that there is
&ation has so far been successful definitely more break-ins and perin avoiding formal R.I.F. (Reduc- sonal attacks than we are aware
of.
tion in Force) . .
Specifically, I'm _talking about
• Nevertheless, a morale problem
does exist. It is a world wide four incidents that have occured in
phenomenon anchored in diminish- my apartment in Student Village
ing support for higher education, over the past seven months.
The first incident, we noticed
d it affects administrators at
east as much as it does tlie records missing from my roomLater that
faculty. Yet, as long as we all mate's collection.·
passionately believe in both the week, ·my roommate, who was
ajvilizing and the service missions , home alone, was attacked at 5 a.m.
while she was asleep. She notified
of the University, economic diffithe
police and the ~partment
culties will somehow be overcome,
Our door lock was
and C.W.U. will continue to be manager.
changed
and
a chain bolt put on
orthy of its students and faculty.
the door. My roommate had just
ZOLTAN KRAMAR
graduated so she moved out.
PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
The second incident occurred
INTERIM DEAN OF THE
two weeks after the attack. A
friend and I were parking the car
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND
when we noticed a stranger peekHUMANITIES
ing in the neighbor's bedroom
window. Campus police and the
apartment manager were notified.
The third incident occurred
when my - new roommate and I
went · shopping. We locked the
door and checked it to be sure it
was securely locked.
We are
extremely careful about locking
our door. When we arrived home
one hour later, we found our door
unlocked and standing ajar. We
DEAR EUl'fOR:
notified campus police and the
• In a recent . article that was apartment manager again.
The fourth incident occurred
written by Mr. Scott Mueggler, he
stated that the B.O.C. has hired within this last week. Someone
udents to act as a public · rela- tried' to get into the apartment
tions group for the B.O.C ..and while I was there alone. I had
stadent government." He further secured the door lock and the
stated that "if any funds are being chain bolt. When I went into the
front room 45 minutes later, I
~nt to publicize the B.O.C. they
found the door unlocked and ajar
are being wasted."
First of all, since Mr. Mueggler as far as the chain would let it
has been on this campus for three open. Apparently a key had been
Campus police and the
ars or better he should realize used.
that the B.O.C. and the student apartment manager were notified
.
government are one and the same. again.
I feel very strongly that people
The B.0.C. stands for the Board of
@ontrol, which functions similarly should be aware of the fact that
to a city council as representatives even though Ellensburg is a small
town, crimes are occurring here as
of the student population.
Secondly, Mr. Mueggler should · in the big cities. For this reason, I
· ave researched his article a ·bit feel there could be a better watep

Break-ins
on the
•
increase

•

Article
raws
fire

over the apartments and dorms,
especially at night. Any suspicious
characters should be confront,ed as
to whether or not they li:ve on
campus. If not, they should be
asked · what ·they are doing on
campus.
I know some people will feel this
is an enfringement on their rights,
but I feel it is necessary. If the
campus police could have on-foot
patrolmen making rounds during
the nights around the dorms and
apartments, I am sure anyone
would think twice before attempting to break in. Another possibility is hiring student help to do this
patroling.
I urge anyone who is experiencing similar problems to contact
their manager and the police. If
enough peaple .are informed and
aware, perhaps we can better
control these problems.

HE IS RIGHT-The Eilensburg Rodeo
Foster's photograph proves it.
section, the S.U.B. move, meetings
in various campus sites and the
co-funding of events, to name a
few. These and other steps were
.designed to increase student
awareness and knowledge of the
Board and its activities and to help
generate student participation
A STUDENT VILLAGE
through this awareness. I might
RESIDENT
add that all Board functions are
publicized and all minutes are open
to public scrutiny. In regard to the
Dean of Students having hiS office
in the S.U.B., this move was also
designed to allow greater accessibility for the students to the Dean.
The Board does work with the
DEAR EDITOR:
faculty and the administration for
the .s tudent's benefit.
I have discovered, through reI r-ealize that the Board has
actions I have received concerning room ·for improvement (don't we
my last letter, that the youth of all) but I feel the B.O.C. has come a
today have no sense of humor and long way in its short lifetime.
cannot cope with sarcasm.
J'he Board is always looking for
Due to my published sarcasm, constructive comments and critipeople now consider me to be cism, as well as student volunteers
psychologically unstable and in to help the A.S.C. in its policies
need of psychiatric help. I have 'and decision making. One thing
been told to write a letter of the Board does hot need is a
apology and been threatened with libelous scabsheet supported by no
bodily harm. I have been called fact whatsoever. I · would hope
immature, juvenile and childlike. tha~ if the CRIER can do no better
Since when is it against the law to than this, the J.S.E. Committee
have an opinion?
would consider denying the
For people to get upset about CRIER monies for next year and
my letter, which was as ridiculous instead appropriate this money to
and bfi'lievable as Penthouse Open our soccer team.
Forum is, overwhelms me. In fact I
am so overwhelmed by this situa- KRISTOFER GRAAP
tion, that I must chew bubble gum QUIGLEY HALL
to maintain my awareness of the
life around me.
Under these circumstances I
must declare myself to no longer
be a member of the human race. I
have made, the decision to return
to niy own planet Saturn, from
where I came on a tricycle seven
thousand years ago.
So now I bid you all good
riddance, and wish you good luck
DEAR EDITOR:
with your minds.

Law ag-a iiis t
opinions-?

Photo huff
raps
Crier

FRANK NAGURSKI

'i'iiE. MUSIC -DORM

LIBERATION ARMY

B.O.C. wants
feedback
DEAR EDITOR:

It saddens me deeply that the
CRIER editorial page has become
a vehicle for mudslinging and libel.
I am referring to the Mueggler
article critical _of the Board of
Control and its policies. As a
former Board member, I find the
Mueggler editorial a disgusting
bowl of sour grapes. A bowl which
has · been / around since Scott's
departure from student government-a result of irresponsible
actions by Mr. Mu.eggler. I will
elaborate and am prepared to
defend this statement if necessary.
Mr. Mueggler brought up several points, which I wish to challenge
and clarify. Two problems Scott
alludes to are that of B.O.C.
obscurity and lack of student
involvement. The Board has taken
several steps to help these situations including a public relations

The photograph used to illustrate your story "New Image for
Ellensburg" in the last week's
edition was a good rodeo action
picture, but as a news picture it
wouldn't get past the bulldoggin'
chute gate.
For all practical purposes the
Ellensburg Rodeo has had sellout
crowds for each of the past three
years. Each year there have been
a few unsold seats for the Monday
performance, but the Saturday
and ' ·Sunday shows have been
standing room only.
The enclosed photograph will
show how the stands really looked
during last year's Ellensburg Rodeo. Apparently your photograph
was_ taken sometime during -the
early .morning hours long before

is held before sell-out crowds. John
the opening of the Rodeo. Your
photograph was probably made
during "slack" time. Because the
Ellensburg Rodeo attracts so
many cowboys, some contestants
must make their runs.during hours
other than the regular performance which is usually from 1:30
No
p.m. to about 4:30 p.m.
admission is charged daring these
early morning "slack" runs.
It might interest you to know
that the Ellnsburg Rodeo is the
·largest three-performance rodeo
in the world and it is hoped
additional grandstands will be
completed in time for this year's ·
Saturday, Sunday and Labor Day
performances.
.
We do appreciate the CAMPUS
CR~~R'S interest in our Rodeo.
JOHN P. FOSTER
MEMBER, BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
ELLENSBURG RODEO

Prisoner
p_~easfor

penpal$
DEAR EDITOR:
I am a Iv.lu&ician, 28 yrs. old,
incarcerated at the Federal Farm
Camp at McNeil Island (near.
Tacoma). I am seeking 'c;ommuni·c ation with women who are into
the outdoors-hiking, camping, 4wheeling.
I was arrested for importation 9f
·cocaine. I have a Master's in
Journalism, and am an ~x-classical
guitarist and a former teacher at
U.C. at Berkeley.
I will be moving to Ellensburg·to
open up a. coffee house in several
months. I am · into realism and
honesty.
I am 6'21/z "-180lbs.; very much
into marathon running and crosscountry bicycles. Please, only serious individuals need reply.
JEAN. ERIK CARTER

Red Cross

Blood~

Drawiµg

· Feb.1
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
S.U.B. .
Small Ballroom

.Ellensburg Boot & Shoe
~epalr

Full line of shoe care
produc~s plus a full-service

shop.
Tues. - Sat. 9-5:30 p.m.
3rd & Pine

925-4441

(
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He refuses to quit...

DID YOU HEAR THE ONE A80UT .•.-Gordon Bennett loves a good
ioke. He lost his eye-sight in 1948, but he didn't lose his sense of
humor.

Gorden Bennett works as a mechanic, cuts firewood
and plays the fiddle. He is also blind.
Bennett, 74-years-old, lost his eyesight when
battery acid spilled in his eyes in 1948.
"At first I- wondered what I was going to do,"
Bennett recalled as he opened the door for his dog
Bridget. "I didn't think I could work for several
months. Then a neighbor asked me to repair his
car."
Bennett was ab!e to fix the car, and he has been
working as a mechanic ever since. "It really wasn't
as hard as you would imagine," he says. "All my life I
had worked with my hands. My dad always said you
make your own job and that's what I did." Bennett
got up from his chair and let Bridget back in.
Over the years he repaired cars, trucks and tractc>rs..
at his home in Thorp. During Bennett's peak years a
parts dealer told him, "You buy more parts than any
other small repair business in town." At this time
Bennett is rebuilding a 1955 Chevrolet for his
grandson.
Being blind causes some problems for a mechanic,
and Bennett says the hardest thing for him is
checking spark-plugs. To check them a mechanic
needs to see a spark. Bennett has his own technique.
He puts a screwdriver in the spark-plug holder and
grips the metal stem with his fingers~ "If it hurts the
spark is good," he says.
Bennett also works around the house, including
work on the roof. He cleans the chimney he and his

SPLITTING LOGS-Be~nett and his wife Vida have a wood-burning heater in their
house, and its his iob to keep the heater going during the winter months. Using a

wife Vida built ten years ago. "You can't be afraid if
you can't see the ground," lie says with a smile.
He did recall an inddent where he fell, though.
While building the chim.ney, Bennett stood on a box
he had placed on a chair. When he was climbing
down he forgot about the box. He came tumbling
down anci fell on his wife. Fortunately, neither was
hurt seriously.
Bennett mad·e a deal with his· wife several years
back. "If I keep the fire going in the winter, she will
keep it going in the summer~" he says with a laugh.
Each winter he keeps their wood-burning heater
supplied with wood. Bennett splits the logs with a
sledge-hammer and wedge.
During 'his spare time Bennett plays the fiddle. He
is a member of the "Old Time Fiddlers," an
Ellensburg senior citizens band which plays . old
western songs. The group performs at many local
functions. "At first I was nervous in front of a crowd
but I soon got over that," he said. He is able to judge
the size of a cro~d by the noise in a room.
Bennett is also qufok to tell a joke. "Do you know
why there are mules in Missouri and Swedes in
Minnesota?" he asks with a smile. "Missouri had .
first choice." A friend explained that "If Gordon
Bennett couldn't tell jokes he just wouldn't be
Gordon."
Gordon Bennett is blind, but he has found a full life
inspite of his handicap. At 74-years-old he still works
hard and plays hard. He refuses to quit on life.

sledge-hammer and wedge the 7 4-year-old mech0nic splits logs for the fire. Even
though he is blind, Bennett has no problem preparing a large supply of fire-:wood.

WORKING-Attar losing his sight, Gordon Bennett continued his
career as a mechanic. He hos worked on all lypes of vehicles, but his
favorite is tractors because they don't hove fenders.

FIDDLING AROUND-An accomplished musician, Bennett plays fiddle witl1
Ellensburg's "Old Time Fiddlers." Sunday he was in Yakima for a fiddling 'iam
session.'
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Board of Control explained
M.R. Golden

BY NANCY WOLFF

During the first year of its
operation (1974) the B.O.C. concentrated on developing social
activities. Later it established a
programming agency which schedules dances, films, concerts and
special events.
The presen"f members of the
A.S.C. Programming Agency are:
Jody Daigneault, Sylvia Luckett,
Sonya Gernelin, Sharon Deibert
and Debi Berst. Their responsibilities include liaison with agents
and talent, contract negotiations,
securing facilities, advertisement,
sales and marketing.
-- I~ addition to s·chool activities
the B.O.C. representatives are
actively involved in state politics
and S()me institutional liaisons.
The group lobbied against last
spring's proposed tuition increase.
Central's B.O.C. is a member of
the State College Council which is
composed of student presidents
from other state institutions. The
council provides information on
student rights, legal aid, etc.
Central's membership cost in this
group is $2,800 per year.
The annual B.O.C. budget is ·
$12,000. Of that tot&l, $79,000 is
spent . on social activities. The
remainder goes for office operation costs and staff salaries. Approximately $29,000 comes from
student fees. Drinkwater stated
that· the "B.O.C. is expected to
generate at least $48,600 through
activities admission fees."
The executive manager feels
that student participation in activities is up. He noted a trend toward
more student political involve- ,

ment. He feels, however, that
Central wi11 not return to the old
student government arrangement.
"Much of Central's B.O.C. success is the result of the involvement and efficiency of its representatives," said Drinkwater.
Students presently holding positions on · the B.O.C. are: Ken
Winslow and Tonie Talbert (whose
termsend Spring Quarter), Chuck
McClure, Dave Thomason and
Rich Dietz (whose terms expire
next Fall Quarter).
Michael R. Golden and Joe
Blalock, who recently won seats on
the B.O.C. will take their positions
Spring Quarter.

Student governments come and
go .at most schools. But here at
C.W.U. the student political structure is managed through a yearround government known as the
Board of Control (B.0.C.).
According to John Drinkwater,
Individuals seeking alternatives to orthodox medical treatment
A.S.C. Director of Student Activimay choose from among a field offering many different and varied
ties, the board was established
disciplines. Naturopathy and homeopathy are two examples of
because of a decline in student
these heterodox offerings.
interest ip the traditional form of
Naturopathic physicians believe that germs seek their natural
student government.
habitat-diseased tissue-rather than being the cause of the
Student political apathy finally
diseased tissue; the virus goes on to infect only those other people
bottomed out during the fall of
whose systems are also ready to act as breeding grounds.
1974. Drinkwater said the student
This diseased tissue stems from internal pollution (toxification)
government had become an overand stress; when the body toxins build up. until the poison level
grown bureaucracy. Finally all of
reaches the stage where the functioning olihe body is affect~d.
disease occurs. Therefore, illness symptoms are Nature's way of
its officers walked out.
The school administrators took a
trying to rid the body of impurities previously accumulated in the
system, thus the symptoms · are beneficial to one's future
hard look at the situation and
proposed the concept of a Board of
well-being.
Control. The board is modeled
The treatment prescribed would be aimed at assisting the body
(Cont. from P•e 3)
after a city µianager-city council
to· eliminate the overload of toxins through fasting and
type of government. It is comhydrotherapy to encourage ~~eating, whereby the ~oxin~ would
protection of academic freedom.
be eliminated through the skm.s pores. Through fastmg, smce the
posed of a full-time manager and
According to Hansen, tenure is a
intake of food is stopped, the body is freed to deal with
five student representatives.
protection against arbitrary disthe accumulated toxic materials which have been piling up inside it
The representatives are elected
missal of faculty. He said that
through misguided eating habits, stress or injury.
to serve one-year terms. Three
there are other ways to remove
Homeopathic physicians ,believe that both the structure and
members are elected to serve from
professors when the college is
. vitality of the bodily organs are dependent upon certain necessary _
fall quarter to fall quarter. Two
faced , with economic problems.
elements and the proper apportionm~nt of these nutrients.
members serve from spring to
Don Broughton, board member,
These necessary elen!en~s, or c~ll salts, are the material basis of
spring. This arrangement provides
replied that "We already have
the ·organs -andtissues of the body and are essential to their
for a smooth transition instead of
academic freedom," and Munro
jntegrity of structure and functional activity. Any disturbance in
changing the entire board at the
said that since the constitution of
the molecular motion of these cell salts (of which there are twelve)
beginning of each year.
the United States guar.ante~d
in living tissues, caused by a deficiency in the required amount,
In order to qualify as a candifreedom, this klnd of protection by
constitutes disease. This can be remedied with the necessary
date a student must have complettenure would not be needed.
equilibrium reestablished. by administering the same cell salts in
ed at least 45 credits and have a
Munro believed that the deferral
small quantities.
2.0 grade point average. Drinkof tenure would not infringe on
A patient is given a minute dose of a remedy, which in large
water said that most of the
academic freedom. The board then
doses produces mental and physical symptoms similar to th~
present representatives are at
pa~sed the deferral of motion with
original condition. Where a large dose would intensify the
least 23 years o d.
onlr ·James · Hogan dissenting.
symptoms, the small dosage intensifies the defensive reactive
Since early B.O.C. elections had
processes of the body.
a poor voter turnout it was
Whichever of the many alternative healing philosophies are
decided to chang~ the date for
chosen, one should patronize only the best and most competent
· elections. Campaigns are held
practitioner, as should be done when choosing a family medical
eturing the last three weeks of Fall
doctor.
and Winter Qua~ters. Elections
take place the same day as
·registration. Drinkwater says the
voter turnout has greatly increased since the change was
made.
In this last election there were
420 students voting or aproximately 10% of students on campus
according to . B.O.C. Chairperson
Chuck McClure.
The Games room, a spacious
The Games room area is open
Each quarter a new B.O.C.
area set in the northwest corner of from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m., Monday- chairperson is elected from among
Three original batiks
the S.U.B., where students match Friday and from 1 p.m. till 10 p.m., the five· representatives. The
by Millie West now showing.
wits with machines and skill with Saturday and Sunday.
chairperson is expected to serve.as ·
wood and plastic. The spaciousstudent repr-e sentative to the
We also offer selection of paperback
ness, however, hardly contains the
Board of Trustees. · He/she may
PBOPESSIONAL
TYPIST
electricity in the air. High emoalso serve on the ,President's
hooks, childrens literature plus more.
tion:, flashing lights, bells ringing
Advisory Committee and the FaWill do theeee, term papen,
Tea
and coffee from around th-e world,
and piped musiC all add to the
culty Senate. If the chairperson
coune work. tables. cbarta.
carnival-like atmosphere.
chooses he/she may delegate agifts, baskets and handcrafted items.
ete..
C. and K. Amusements at 206
nother representative from among
Call-Offiee:968-t.808.
W. 4th in Ellensburg supplies the
the group to serve on these
Home: ns-1m.
204 E. 4th
12·4 Sat.
opponents, and for two-bits anycommittees. ·
Aak
for
GaiL
one .may challenge the varied
I
pinball, foos-ball, target shoot or
air:hockey machines.
Billiard games are timed and
charged a penny a minute. If all
5
machines and tables are busy, the
.·...
appetite and thirst may be satiat_;·_---~·. ·. ~--=. }-:·. ··.·. ".'. ',.
. ... : , ·..,
.. '
... . . . .~ ......
".: . ~:: :... ·::".':(· .:
ed at the snack bar until an
opening is available.
. .. . ·..··. ·. . . ~ :' ... ·. .
Challenger beware! Although
the ·mechanical device confrondng
you may look the same, seasoned
competitors can attest to the
deceiving mysteries of the game.
A new part, a sensitive tilt, or a
little worn place in the felt-all can
.hange the way the ball bounces!
•
Players can be lured into a false
sense of security by the beguiling
appearance of the opponent, but
I
'ts cousin in another area will not ·
play the game the same.
After rhe quarter is deposited,
.......
and success or failure is decided.
, he money is split 56%-44% between the supplies and the Games
room. When engaging a machine,
thought processes should he enaged also. If a machine has a part
missing, has an out-of-order sign
on it, or it doesn't cough up enough
ammunition, infor m t he attendant
nd money will be refunded.
According to Bruce Parker, manager of the Games room, if the game
ias already been played, money
·
will not be refunded.

For Health's Sake

Trustees

Pinball ecstasy
for ;ust a quarter

.

Live
·Entertainment

Thursday

Dine iri Ellensburg's

•

fin est restaurant,

the Iron Horse
Happy Hour

----

Mon.-Fri. 5-7 &
Sunday 8-11
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Good life seen at Brook/one Village
BY KATHY EARING

Problems appear to be minimal
in the family housing units at
Central.
Judy Knutson who has lived at
Brooklane Village since September with her 3 1/2 year old daughter says the apartments are a
nice place to live.
She said that when she first
moved . in, there were several
things that needed to be fixed but
the maintenance people were
quick to respond and repairs were
finished in a few days time.
Her daughter, Jill, spends her
days from 9-5 at the Ellensburg
Daycare Center located in the
Brook lane· Multi-purpose area.
Judys' classes end at two, but her
daughter stays at the daycare
center until 5 because as-she says,
"It's hard to study with_..a 3 year
old in the house."
Judy beli~ves the comprehensive daycar•~ /pre-school program
is good for her daughter. "Since I
can't be with her all the time, I'm
glad she carr be with kids her own
age and have an opportunity to
learn as wen:~
Part of the reason Judy likes
Brooklane Village is that most of
the other re$idents are students
and have problems similar to her·
own. She says that the kids around
there understand about studying
and are pretty good about not
bothering pepple.
"If it weren't for campus hous-

ing and the daycare, I couldn't go
to school," Judy remarked.
Stan Jorstad, the manager of
Brooklane Village said, "The ·way· I
see it, we only have two big
problems up here; one is, kids
naturally gravitate toward pets, so
people insist on having a dog or. a
cat and it's definitely not allowed."
He said that the other problem
was with the wash house where
kids would wait for the school bus.
"They go in there to keep warm
and terrorize the place," he said.
"All in all," he concluded, "we've
had no real major problems."
Stan has been instumental in
getting a baseball diamond set up
in a field near the Village, and has
collected a number of volleyball
nets and other recreational equipment so there are things that both
the adults and children can play
with.
Becky Severin who manages the
College Appartments and the College Duplexes says that 'problems
with the residents don't really
come up. "Quite frankly," she said,
"I very rarely hear about problems
between residents."
She says that most of the
children living in the two complexes behave fine but like all children
can be noisy at· times. She says
that is why couples without children might not like to live at the
two places she manages.
Rod McMillan has lived in the
College Apartments since 1973.
He says in all that time he has only

been disturbed twice by parties or
noise.
He says that since he has two
kids, the apartment is a bit too
small, but he has nothing but
praise for Becky Severins' management.
He said he wanted to emphasize

Prof talks on Panama in D.C.

Q

BY RICK KRAUS

Dr. Clarence Beecher, associate
professor of Ethnic Studies at
Central, has conducted a study
concerning the educational opportunities in Panama and Central
America during the years between
1904-1954. Dr. Beecher's main
.concerns fell within the education
systems for white Panamanians of
'West Indian descent.
Compiling data with the help of
his brother, Dr. Robert H. Beecher, coorainator for the Twelfth
District in New York City; Dr.
Clarence Beecher wrote a paper
entitled "Equal Education Opportunity in Schools of Panamanians
of West Indian Descent in the
Canal Zone and the Republic of
Panama: A Comparative Study
1904-1954."
The annual meeting of the
International Studies Association
in Washington, D.C. will be held
February 22-25 an.d Dr. Beecher
has been invited to serve as a
panelist and present his paper at
the meeting.
The association, working in conjunction with the Research ·Institute on Immigration and Ethnic
Studies. a division of the Smithsonian Institution, is studying the
migration patterns of West Indian
laborers, the context of the preamble in Dr. Beecher's paper.
The panel is concerned with the
fact that if the Canal Zone is
turned over to Panama, will the
English-speaking people tend to
migrate to the U.S.?
Since they have been educated
in the U.S. tradition, the'possibilities for job opportunities and the
identification with the American
way of life would seem probable.
The panel would also like to know
to what extent migration affects
education.
Dr. Beecher stated that until a
Supreme Court decision was made
in 1954, the dual education in
Panama was "much like that of the
South's in the past."
·
West Indians, whose ancestors
had migrated to Panama for labor,

Are You

For a way to stretch
your food dollar?

Then LOOK at our prices
*FarmFresh2% milk _
67c 1h gal.
*Farm Fresh Grade A 66c 1h gal.
*Past/HomoMilk 67c 1h gal.
Food

coupons
acce_pted

Winegar's

and cars vandalized in the parking
lot so he won't park his motorcyclft
there. He'd like to see a place
made available for people to lock
up and cover motorcycles and
bikes and said he presented such
plan quite awhile ago and nothing
came of it.

Dr. Clarence Beecher

LOOKING
....--.

. that she has been doing a "fine
job."
"I'm normally extremely critical
about things, but I have no
complaints about housing at all,"
he said.
He went on to say that there has
been a number of bicycles stolen

DRIVE,.

Located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavilion

Dr .. Clarence Beecher, of the Ethnic Studies Department, will be in
Washington, D.C. for tbree days in February, to present his paper to
.the International Studies Association. "Equat Education Opportunity
in Schools of P-andmanians of West Indian Descent in the Canal Zone
and the Republic of Panama: A Comparative Study 1904-1954,
discusses the issue of if the Canal Zone is turned over to Panama,
will English-speaking people migrate to the U.S.

in three major patterns, were only
allowed to receive a formal education through ninth grade. White
students were able to graduate
from high school and attend the
University of Panama.
The court's decision in 1954
changed all Panamanian schools
over to Latin-American schools
and gave West Indians the opportunity to advance their education
thr9ugh college level.

0

On a ten·day visit to Panama
over Christmas, Dr. Beecher started. collecting info;rmation for a
second-stage paper concerning thf
advancements in the areas - of
facilities, teacher education, admissions and achievements ava~,
able to Panamanians of West
Indian descent .from 1954 to the
present. Dr. Beecher hopes to
have the paper completed by Jun~
of this vear.

Funds.given
for T. V. station
BY ROB LINDMAN
The Washington State Legislature appropriated funds in the
1971-1973 biennial to enlarge the
library and audio visual services.
Due to a cutback in funds, the
·audio visual appropriations were
cut from the plan. Recently the
legislature finally agreed to give
over two million dollars to remodel
and modernize the Bouillon building for audio visual services.
The department will consist of
technical services, the production
lab, film library and television
services.
Two hundred thousand dollars
was appropriated to the television
services alone, said Bill Craig,

ACADEMIC

RESEARCH
10,000 TOPICS
QUALITY GUARANTEED!
SEND $1.00 FOR YOUR 220-PAGE
MAIL ORDER CATALOG
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11327 IDAHO AVE., 206-F
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90025
(213) 477-8474

head of the department. He added
that the television studios ar~
planning to expand over three
times their size.
New color studio cameras and a•
color lighting system are all part o.fu
the plans.
T.V. services is temporarily
located in Black Hall and is seen on
channel 10 of King Video· CableCJ
Craig said K.C.W.U. Channel 10
(the campus T.V. station) will
continue to broadcast mens' and
womens' basketball, wrestling ancil
some swimming events. Mens'
varsity basketoa1l will be telecast
the day after the game.
With the larger television facifity, Craig plans more programs for
next fall. He added. a possibility
exists for Central professors to us.
the T. V. facilities to teach students
in Yakima.
This would relieve professors
from driving to Yakima for eac 'dJ
class session.
With the expanded television
studios and updated audio visual ,
services, Craig said the complete
project will be comparable to any
A.V. facility in the state.
Moen General Contractors are
currently remodeling the Bouillo
building and expect completion of
the project by next fall.
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Students 'Nork and 'Nork and 'Nork. • •
BY BILL KOSSEN

This is a feature story. This is
not 'hard news.' This story is
about st udent s. St udents that
work on campus and like t heir
jobs.
A great poet once wrote, "A job
is a job." He was wrong. To these
students a job "is a good place to
study." The library is a good place
to study, no? While working, too?
Yes.
One who does this- kind of
work-study is Florence Artis. She
works at the library information
desk. It looks like fun. She sees a
lot of people go by. But sometimes
they don't go far. They get stuck.
They have a book that has not
been demagnetized. ~ -They get
"donged." The gate locks. The fun
begins.
"Some say t hat they didn't even
;;know they had to check the books
out," said Florence.
"Some have a book accidently in
their pack," said another girl who
works at the desk.
"The book might have been
checked out, but just never demagnetized," added Florence.
- The job is not always this
exciting however. At times the
WILL HE BE THE ONE?-Despite the studious pose, Florence Artis is
"dongs" are few and far between.
ready to jump into action if this student attempts to fool the library's
This is the time to study.
"I save the hard studying for
"It's really nice, getting paid for
for the "dong" but these students
here," admitted Ms. A.rtis. "If I doing my homework," added a girl must also answer some tough
need a book or som~thing, I can who wished her name withheld.
questions like: "Where is the
,get it."
Not only do they have to listen drinking fountain?", "Where is the
restroom?", "Where is the telephone?".
Another fun job is being a
Campus Operator. It is so fun,
hardly anyone ever quits. They
work until they graduate, or drop
' out of school. This quarter, ten
students work under Francis Warren. They memorize words.
"Central Washington U niversity!"
"Campus Directory!"
They look up numbers.
"Nine-two-five-six-seven-onefive."
They relay information to the
campus police after 5 p.m. and on
weekends when the police do not
have an operator of their own on
duty.
"Ten-four!"
They get to hit the books, too:

foolproof exit. Chances are h.e won't and she will, continue studying.
(Photo by Bill Kossen)

It's a good place to study," said
Cathe Rickard. "And working at
night is just crazy. I got asked out
once."
But she did not go out. She quit.

She did not have enough credits to
be eligible for the job this quarter.
But most would echo her earlier
sentiments.
"It's a good job.
I'll stick with it all through school."

For well over fifty years, Eddie
Bauer has been producing premium quality outdoor garments. Our
commitment to quality allows us to
maintain an unconditional guarantee.

....

Guarantee:

Every item we sell will give
complete satisfaction or you may
return it, accompanied by our
proof of purchase, for a full refun4.

Mike McGinnis
925-6711

cwu

Representative

Because Bauer quality is obvious, we have never found a need to
discount our prices.
In hopes of gaining long-term
customers, we are offering Central
students our 15% discount when
the order is placed through your
campus representative.

PHOTO<;R?PHY
A TEEN-AGER'S DREAM-Campus operators, like Cathe Rickard, get paid
at least $2.30 an hour to . talk on the phone. (Photo by Bill Kossen)
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Heheler and kids :
A magic combination
Nowadays, males and females are heatedly trying
to decide who exploits whom. Just take a look at this
winter's course sch.edule. There among the numerous disciplines, from Anthropology to Psychology
are several courses regarding "the battle of the
sexes." With ever growing concern given to who is
preventing who from becoming a person, we ·
sometimes forget the natural product of the sexes,
children.
One place where children are , not forgotten but
rather, are the major concern, is at Hebeler School,
the Washington Center for Early Childhood Education.
·Here in a building often ignored as part of the
C. W. U. campus, is the heart of education: the child.
In Hebeler, children from the ages of three to
eight receive their early education. Hebeler educators and early childhood majors try to recognize and
develop the unique contribution that each child,
regardless of sex, or other differences, brings. to a
learning situatio~. Each child is regarded as someone
.with a nature all his own that demands respect and
.
understanding.
. As Childhood 'Education improves and grows, we
hope that one day our children won't arrive at some
of the same abusive situations as we have. Perhaps
they will eve~ transcend the "battle of the sexes."
·A TIME FOR LEARNING-Gabe Meyers (right) and Jason Whitman spend some time
searching for new material in the library.
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NEW HORIZON-Ann Agars quietly listens to a lesson. The experience
gives her exposure to new ideas.

WHERE THE ACTION IS-Andy Bovos (left) and Austin Gilreath enjoy
their free time at the sand box.

ACTIVE PARTICIPATION-Tamara Saarinen (left), Eric Parker, Jason Whitman and Br,ad~ey Bopane are actively involved in their studies at Hebeler School.
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C.W.U.'s handicapped students
tell of serious problems
While C. W. U. has taken steps to
improve __access to building and
facilities the question remainshave they done enough? Feelings
are divided, and many handicapped persons feel the school has
not designed its accesses with the
handicapped person in mind.
At many parking areas around
the campus there are generally
only two spaces specifically marked "Handicapped" parking. If the
parking spaces are already taken
by other students where do you
park?
If a handicapped student parks

in the S.U.B. lot he discovers that
the nearest ramp is located at one
end of the lot. This means he must
go blocks out of his way in order to
get to the S.U.B. or classrooms
located east of the building.
·
A handicapped student with
classes in the L. & L. Building
must park behind the library. In
order to get past the library, one
must maneuver over a ditch that's
located at the bottom of the ramp.
Dan Wheeler, a double-amputee
who gets around with the aid of a
pair of canes, complains that,
"parking spaces were not designed

Energy goals aired
Energy consen ation has been
employed at Central since 1973,
especially after the Arab Embargo. At this time, unnecessary
lighting and heating was reduced
and buildings were checked for
bad insulation.
In the spring of 1977, Governor
Dixy Lee Ray came out _with an
Executive Order mandating specific energy conservation efforts and
the development of an energy
conservation ethic on the campuses of all state institutions.
In order to accomplish the dual
goals of energy saving while providing an adequate environment
for education, President Brooks
established an Energy Conservation Advisory Board. Early last
spring the Board wrote a formal
energy conservation program for
the campus. This program, describing methods of operation and
recommended _ type~ of energy
service are as follows;
1) Heating thermostats will be
set to maintain an average temperature of 68 degree_s F. during the
heating season.
2) Thermostats controlling water heating for use in washrooms

and the like will be set to 100
degrees F. during fall, winter and
spring quarters.
3) Cooling thermostats in airconditioned buildings will be set
to maintain an average temperatur·e of 80 degrees F. during the
summer.
4) After normal building hours,
heating and ventilating systems
will be shut down.
5) The campus community is encouraged to shut off room lights
when the room will be vacant for
more than fifteen minutes.
6) Night classes will be grouped
so that a minimum number of
buildings are open at night.

with the handicapped student in
mind. A handicapped person needs
to open his car door the full width
in order to get out. If you can't
open your door all the way, how
can you get out?" He related an incident during which it took him
about 20 minutes to squeeze out of
his car because the space was too
small.
Wheeler feels that the spaces
for handicapped parking should be
at least two average car spaces
wide. If a person has to get a
wheelchair out of his car, there
isn't enough space to do it efficiently.
John Christman, another wheelchair student, feels that the school
has made some progress .in handicapped access over the past three
years. John lives in the Student
Village and says things are a lot
better now than when he first
came to C.W.U.
"Until i learned the ropes a.round hJre," he ~ommented, ''I'd
often sit in my chair outside a
building waiting until someone
came along to help carry my chair
up the stairs. Often I'd wait half an
hour." He said he usually needed
three people to lift his chair.
Later he learned that it is the
responsibility of the department
chairmen to relocate a class in
order to accommodate handicapped students. Now his classes
are scheduled in buildings with
elevators.

Considerations shall also be
taken in the construction of new
campus facilities and in the remodeling of old facilities in regard
to energy conservation.
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Solons plan session
1

WHIZZIN' THROUGH-Last Fall the Campus Police Department
enacted a five mile-per-hour speed limit on all vehicles. That new
rule has proven ineffective at reducing speeding on the mall and
the Campus Police has since repealed it.

A.C.E. WELCOMES YOU
BACK TO SCHOOL WITH

To promote public relations,
Hamilton said that the Board
hopes to initiate an energy conservation program open to the campus community by the middle of
November. As soon as the Board
gets it all together, the program
will be advertised.

The Washington Student Legis- Senate, researchers to help in the
lature is laying in plans for its writing of legislation, press people
upcoming Spring session at Cen- for the daily newsletter and record
tral. The W.S.L. Executive Board that is handed out to W.S.L.
has worked up a tentative sche- participants, staff persons who can
dule for the session which will tvoe and keep shorthand of meetencompass students from around ings and parlimentarians who
the state. The session will be held know either Robert's or Reed's
on the C.W.U. campus and will last rules of order.
the entire spring break. Along
Anyone wishing to find out
with the usual legislative under- further about the W.S.L. session
takings, selected speakers and should contact the W .S.L. at the
workshops will be on hand to . Political Science Department. A
further the W.S.L. experience.
campus meeting and workshop on
A delegation from Central is the W.S.L. are -in the planning,
currently being assembled. In the with a notice to be in the next
delegation is room for legislators issue of the CRIER.
in both the W.S.L. House and

Cyclists rip through campus
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The Presidential Calldidates
These are the eight finalists for the position ofpresid'3nt at Central Washington University

Dr.·lrene Hulica
Dean, State University College

Dr. William H. Johnson
Administrator, Colorado State University
Dr. William H. Johnson, now a
member of the administration of
Colorado State University in Fort
Collins, Colorado would like to
become president of Central because, "Being a college president is
a professional goal of mine."
Johnson is 47 years old and has
had a varied background. He was
born in Akron, Ohio and received
his B.A., Masters of Education,
and Ph.D from Kent State University in Ohio. The Bachelor's degree
was given in history and mathematics. The M.Ed. and Ph.D. were
given in aspects of educational
administration and theories of
education.
Johnson believes that his background in education will be of
great service if he becomes Central's next president. He thinks
that a school that has a strong
education department might benefit from his experience. He also
expresses a strong interest in the
liberal arts.
Johnson is currently in his ninth
year at Colorado, joining the staff
in 1961 as Chairman of the
Department of Education and
associate professor of Education.
Prior to coming to Colorado State,
Johnson taught at New Mexico
State and Ball State. He also

laboratory school at Kent State
University.
Johnson says that his present
duties include the responsibility
for academic administration at
Colorado State. He is responsible
for 125 faculty members. He was
recommended by the president of
that school for the job at Central.
When asked what his plans are
if he receives the appointment to
tlie presidency, ·Johnson replied
that he would become familiar
with Central before he could
comment on what he would do as
!president.
Johnson said that higher education has a social purpose in our
society. He will try to look at the
strengths of the different programs at Central and build on
them to meet the needs of th1l
people of the state of Washington.
He said that "We have a special
mission depending on our areas of
expertise and faculty.''
When asked by the CRIER if
he still taught, Johnson replied, "I
still teach law in education and
would continue to teach if appointed. I love to teach even if it is
only one class every year.''
Johnson is presently married
and has two children aged 14 and
11.

Dr. Irene Hulica, candidate for
Central's presidency told the
CRIER that "I want excellence in
education," and affirmed her support for both the regular and
academic disciplines and the newer subjects in the college curriculum.
_ The only woman listed by the
Presidential Search-Committee -is
a finalist started her career at the
age of sixteen by teaching in a
one-room rural schoolhouse in
Canada. She has taught at every
level of the educational system;
from elementary school to college.
Hulicka has received two B.A.'s;
one in economics and one in
education. She also received a
Canadian Honors degree (equivalent to the American Master's
degree) in psychology as well as a
Ph.D. in psychology.
When asked about her experience in the public schools, Hulicka
said that she sought out jobs in
districts that could not find
another teacher because of either
isolation or difficulties with the
students.

After gaining her degrees, Hulicka taught psychology at the
University of Oklahoma. After
leaving Oklahoma, she received an ·
appointment to the State University College at Buffalo in Buffalo,
New York where she soon became
the head of the psychology department.
Under her guidance, the psychology department concentrated on
undergraduate education since she
believed · that she could then
concentrate !)n developing the best
undergraduate education possible.
Followinf! a reorf!anization of
Buffalo State 11/2 years ago, Dr..
Hulicka became the Dean of the
School of Natural and Social
Sciences at that institution, a post
which she still holds. She has not
been able to teach since that time
but would like to in the future .
She said that she probably would
not be able to teach at Central for
the first year or so if she is
appointed to the presidency, but
would like to resume teaching as
soon as possible.
Hulicka said, "I have great

Dr. Donald Garrity
Dr. Donald Garrity, Provost of
San Fransisco State University,
has been selected as one of the
eight finalists for the position of
President of Central.
Dr. Garrity is originally from a
small town in Southeast Colorado.
He received his B.A. from Colorado State. He then moved to the
Seattle area where he attended
the University of Washington and
received his Masters and Ph.D. in
Sociology. He has been associated
with San Fransisco State University since 1956. _
Garrity is, at present, the Provost for a college that has three
times as many students as our
University. When asked his reason
for putting in his application for
the position, Garrity said he felt
that he would like to obtain a job
that would allow him to contribute
more of himself. He felt that this
could best be done by seeking a
position as a University President.
Garrity said, "I am most deeply
concerned with the quality of
education.'' He feels that this is of

great value. ·
When asked how he would feel
about coming to a University and
campus that was considerably
smaller than his present school, he
stated, "Size makes no difference
in the quality of Education."
Garrity stated that he was first
nominated for the position and
contacted by the committee. At
that time, he was asked if he would
consider submitting his application. After deep thought, he
applied for the position.
Unlike most of the other Candidates, Garrity has visited our
campus. He had a brief visit here
ten years ago. He is fifty years old
and has a wife, Virginia. He also
has two college age sons, who
are both attending college in
-California.
Garrity stated that our university is not the only one to which he
had applied. He felt that at this
time he could not give out the
names of the others he had applied
to, but that Central was among
several he had interest in.

Dean, Northern Illinois University

Stories by:
Nancy Wolff
Ken Munsell
Becky Prieur
Mary Zumbrunnen

'

•
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Dr. Frank S. Stilling
Dean, Central Michigan University
Dr. Frank S. Stillings, Central
Michigan University, "has to know
more about the college," before
he'd comment on plans and proposals for this university.
The impressions Stillings has of
Central are good ones. A faculty
chairman at Central Michigan
University who t aught here at
Central recommends the institution highly and the Vice Chancellor
of a university in Wisconsin who's
·1both an acquaintance of Stillings
and a former Washingtonian, has
described to him t he joys of
Northwest living.
Presently an academic dean
with six departments under his
supervision, Stillings has a broad
background of administrat ive experience. After teaching at t he
University of Michigan he was at
Kent State University during the
building phase of that school.
Since 1966 he's been in his present
pbsition at Central Michigan.
"I'm the only dean (with one
exception) who has consistently
worked hard to keep in touch with

the students and their probl~ms,"
Stillings said. Each year he forms
a student committee which regularly meets to listen to student
problems.
If chosen for the presidency of
Central he says he will seek out
the strong points and build upon
them and identify the problem
areas which need help.
Stillings received his B.A. from
Berea College in Kentucky and his
M.A. and Ph.D. from t he University of Michigan. ·Among the state
and national posit ions held by
Sttllin~s are:
president of t he
Michigan Academy of Science,
Arts and Letters; University liaison for the American Association
of State Colleges and Universities;
and University delegate to t he
American Association of Colleges
for Teacher Education. He also
served as evaluator for the North
Central Association which evaluates universities and colleges for
accredidation.
Stillings is married and has two
children.

Provost, San Fransisco State University

Dr. James E. Heald.
- Dr. James E. Heald, dean of the
College of Education at Northern
Illinois University in Dekalb, Ill.,
said that he couldn't speculate on
changes ·at · Central because he's
neve: visited and hasn't had the
chance to get aquainted with the
programs and facilities being offered at Central.
Heald has a wife, Phyllis, and
has been at N.I.U. for eight years.
Heald received his B.S. in physical science at Illinois State University, as well as his M.A. in
educational administration. He
then attended Northwestern Uni·
versity where he received his
Ph.D in educational administration.
The first teaching job held by

confidence in students.
We
haven't placed enough emphasis
on encouraging to~ studenis to
work up to their potential." To
encourage these students, Hulicka
has been instrumental in developing a grant system ~where Btffalo
State funds research grants so
that they can pursue independent
research projects. She als has
helped plan dinners to recognize
worthy students at the school.
Scholarship in classwork is one
of Hulicka's major tt'llphasis She
~as also published frequently and
maintained her own scholarship
record.
She believes that an
important administ:-ation g~l is
concern for the students as well as
personal scholarship.
Hulicka said, "We must help
students who are iot doingawell,
but I sincerely feel that we should
help students who are doing fine,
to do even better."
Hulicka applied tl Central with
a brief note and resume and
followed this up when the school
expressed interest. She is married
l.nd has a 17 year Id son. •

Heald was at an Evanston, Illinois
high school. He then became
assistant principal at a Shorewood,
Wisconsin high school, in 1959.
In 1961, Heald was assistant
superintendent in Ladue Montang
where he concentrated in research
personnel and educational facility
planning.
As assistant director of the
School for Advanced Studies at
Michigan State University in 1965;
Heald coordinated research, fellowship and liaison with federal
offices and · foundations.
In 1968 he became head of the
Office of Planning and Development at Michigan. State, and still
later became a professor of educational administration, organiza-

tional behavior and management
system.
Also in 1968, he co-authored a
book entitled, The Teacher and
Administrative Relationship in
School Systems.
At the University of North
Carolina, he was the director of
university planning, he then started at Northern Illinois University
in 1970.
Heald applied for this job because he likes the challenge that a
presidency offers and was impressed with the reputation of Central.
He has never been to Central,
and doesn't know very much about
it, but in the future he is looking
forward to coming to Central and
meeting the people.

6

•

Dr. John H. Keiser·
•

<II

Acting President, Sangamon Stale .U niversity
Dr. John H. Keiser, acting
president cf.id vice " resident for
academic affairs · at Sangamon
State University, Springfield, Illinois believes that "The most
important function o. the University is teaching-the engagement
of student's minds." He feels that
teachers must encourage the student to find8 truth thr~ugh dialogue
and encourage independent studying habits.
Keiser i~ a forty-.me year old
member of the American Liaison
Movement who is trained as an
economic historian. He has published extecsively i~ that field.
Teaching since 1962, Keiser
received his Ph.D. from Northwestern Univei;sity. Keiser told
the CRlEI<i that "I t~ to teach at
least one course a year. I would
still want to teach if appointed to
the job at Central since the
president 1!.hould h~e as much
contact with the students as
possible. Teaching is still uppermost in my mind.''
Keiser telieves t!lat teachers
are not just sources of wisdom who
stand up in front of a class but
should be guides who lead students toward thei1 goals and
should also be available for counseling.
Anyone who graduates from
able to use a
college shotild first
library and have other life-long
learning skills which will enable
the stude),'?t to fin<j. information
throughout his or her life, according to Keiser. He went on to
state that students should also
develop a( acute •Wareness of
public problems resulting in good
citizenship, have a problem solving
capacity in an academic discipline
and must In literate •nd be able to

b:
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...................................................................
For the past year Central's Presidentia l Selection Committee has
sifted through and reviewed the applications of approximately 251
candidates.
The committee included both faculty, students and citizens from
the community. Those serving are: Betty Chavers, Budget Office;
Burton Williams, History; Donald Schliesman, Dean of Undergradu·
ate Studies; Al Eberhart, Director, Business Services and Contracts;
John Purcell , Director of Institutional Studies; . Jacqui Leghorn,
Student Representative, Board of Control; Turk Ely, Alumnus; Abe
Poffenroth, Physical Education; Donald Shupe, Psychology; Keith
Rinehart, English; Wilbur Johnson, Chairman, Department of
Geology and Physics; Larry Danton, Business Administration and
!Economics and Cleary S. Cone, Ellensburg lawyer.
Criteria for the selection of the finalists· stated that:
( 1) the candidate has earned a doctorate from an ai:;credited
institution.
(2) the candidate has a background of creative administrative

:

exper~~ce.

(3) the candidate recognize the necessity for the university to
improve the quality and increase the variety of experiences
available to the student.
(4) that the candidate possess a proficiency in public speaking,
and is expected to be a spokesperson for higher education in
Central Washington.
(5) that the candidate be committed to principles of academic
freedom.
Now that the Selection Committee has narrowed the choice to
eight candidates, the final decision rests with the Board of Tr ustees.

...................................................................

Dr. Philip Marshall
Vice President, Eastern Washington University
Philip Marshall is the only one
of the eight candidates chosen for
the possible position of president
who lives in Washington. He is at
present, the executive vice presi·
dent at Eastern Washington University, located in Cheney, Washington.
Marshall orginally came from
Decataur, Illinois and earned his
Ph.D. in Chemistry at Purdue
University. He has taught on the
faculty of Cornell University and
Albion College. Marshall was the
Dean of Lycoming College in
Williamsport, Pennsylvania and
also held the position of assistant
programs director at the National
Science Foundation in Alexandria,
Virginia. He came to Eastern at
Cheney in 1969. Marshall said he
has been to our campus several
times.
Marshall said, "I am not dedicated to the idea of becoming a
University president but, I am
interested in the position.'' He
was like other of the candidates
contacted by several different
parties to apply for the job.
His name was placed in nomination
for the position. Marshall felt that
our University's major problem
was enrollment stability. He felt
that changes should be made to

""'.
make Central more attractive to
prospective students. Marshall
said that Central needed stability
to make it a quality institution.
Marshall stated, "I am not a
candidate for any other position at
this time, other than the position
at Central.'' Marshall indicated
t hat he had been under consideration for other positions at other
schools including one at Eastern.
Marshall is 51 years old, has a
wife named Helen, and is the
father of four daughters, ranging
in age from twenty-four to sixt een.

Dr. Robert B. Glenn
Academic Vice President,
Northern Michigan University

write before leaving college.
Keiser has not been to Ellensburg but has talked to people in
the Central Washington area and
has received second hand information on the area. He said that, "the
programs (at Central) appeal to
me," and is eager to come to this
area if chosen.
Not being familiar with Central's immediate problems, Keiser
has asked for a copy of the
institution's budget and other
documents so he can familiarize
himself with t he strong and weak
points of Central before making

decisions about them.
Keiser was recommended for
the job at Central by a colleague
and did not actively seek the
appointment until after his name
was submitted.
Keiser has been Vice President
of Sangamon State University
since 1971. Sangamon is a liberal
arts school that also has a welirespected school of administration.
Keiser also said that t here is a
heavy emphasis on gr:>.duate work
at his present school.
Keiser is married and has three
sons, ages 8, 13 and 15.

Dr. Robert B. Glenn, provost
and academic vice president at
Northern Michigan University in
Marquette believes that he definitely has something to offer this
school by_being selected as president.
Glenn and his wife Rosemary
have three daughters, Tama, a
pre-med. student at the University
of Michigan; Minde, a music student at Western Michigan University and Dare, a junior at Mar·
quette High School.
Glenn; now 50, received his B.A.
at W.M.U., and his M.A. at the
University of Michigan, where he
later received his Ph.D, all in
English.
His first teaching job was at the
University of Michigan where he
taught English from 1952-1956.
Glenn then went to State University College in Cortland, N.Y.
in 1956. He started as assistant
professor of English, then became
an associate professor and finally
associate dean of the college.
In 1966, he served as a Fellow in
Academic Administration for the
American Council on Education

where he was assigned to the
President's office. His job was to
find out what goes on.
Holding the office of academic
dean, from 1967-1971, Glenn was
at t he University of Michigan. He
then transferred t o Northern
Michigan University in 1971 as
Dean of Arts and Sciences.
Glenn is also a musician in his
spare t ime. Beginning his career in
the field of music, Glenn has
played · in many bands and has
written and arranged his own
music. He plays french horn,. piano
and is now learning the guitar.
Glenn applied for this job because, "It sounded like an interesting prospect and it is in the mode
of campuses I'm used to." Glenn
has taught at several institutions
similar to Central which have also
gone through a series of changes,
such as acquiring university
status.
Although Glenn has never vi5ited Central's campus, he said that
from what he's read about Central,
_h e thinks it has some ver y good
features and is looking forward to
visiting here.
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Jazz choir wows crowds in Dallas
BY NATE SMITH

group had been furnished with
$6,000 worth of equipment by. the
There's nothing to match the conference (a sound system that
rush a performer feels during and every group used) and Moawad
after a great show. If the perform- wanted to make sure that it would
er is able to get the audience work right for them. Dave Barenthusiastic and involved, with duhn, assistant director of the
what he or she is doing, the energy choir, describes most sound checks
can be incredibly overwhelming. as "chaotic" and explained that
This sort of energy can usually this one was no different. "The
only be built up by someone like check was supposed to start at 7
Elton John or the Stones, perform- p.m." he says, "and by 7:25, they
ers who can build it up with little were ready for us. John had
more than their names, but occa- brought our own mikes and the
sionally a group can overwhelm an sound men · told him they were
audience with their talent alone. In unacceptable and wouldn't work.
the case of the Central Jazz Choir People were already starting to
in Te~as, :his is exactly what file in by the time we started the
happened.
check."
Despite the sound problems, the
The Choir was invited to perform at the National Association of Choir's show started right on time
Jazz Edueators Convention in at 8, before about 900 people. They
Dallas during registration week. beg.an with a song called "Like
When the invitation was first Someone In Love." As Barduhn
received, John Moawad, Choir describes it, "After the tune this
director, doubted that the group tremendous amount of applause
woulp be able to raise the neces- · came up. People jumped up to
sary amount of money to attend their feet and wouldn't stop clapthe conference as no aid was given ping. John had to tell them to stop
by the college. Due to the money three times before it started
raised by a banquet sponsored by quieting down. I mean, we only
the Music Department, a sold-out had an hour and we · had at least
Jazz Night, and the students' own that much material to do. After
pockets, the Choir could fly to that first song, people started
Dallas and put on a show that was, going out to get their friends in the
according to Moawad, "one of the restaurant or the bar to come hear
greatest experiences of my life."
us. By the fourth song, there were .
The trip started out on a 1,400 people, standing room only,
negative note as the bus the group packed into that place to hear us."
Moawad explains that "there
was taking to Seattle was held up
by fog and snow. It finally arrived wer.e many very prominent people
two hours late. They arrived at in that audience, educators and
Shoreline Community College and professional musicians, and they
played a concert that one student loved us. It's impossible to desdescribed as "a good warm-up for cribe what happened tltat night in
the Dallas show." Their plane then words. People were coming up and
took off from Sea.-Tac. on time and hugging us. They'd simply never
the Choir spent their three hour heard anything like it. Jazz choirs
flight with approximatly 12 other are still pretty much a Northwest
people, arriving in Dallas at 5:30 in thing. The engineers were making
the morning. The bus to the motel tapes of all the groups there to sell
was waiting for them and they to anyone who wanted them. As it
went straight to the Dunfey Royal turned ~µt, we sold more than any
Coach Motor Hotel, where group there, over a thousand."
After the performance, the.
Mowad "turned the kids loose.
Some of them went to get some- group received invitations to many
thing to eat, some took off for a other conventions and festivals.
quiCk libation, most went straight Moawad is considering these invito sleep. I just told them we had a tations now. "The way I see it," he
sound check at 7 that night and says, "we were like missionaries
down there, showing all these
they'd better be there."
Moawad's main concern at the people what vocal jazz is all about.
time was with the sound. The Jazz here at Central doesn't take a

BACK FROM TEXAS-The rush a performer feels ofter a great show is what the Central Jazz Choir
achieved. The choir worked hard to raise :the mo~~y to fly to Dallas where they overwhelmed
professional musicians and other prominent people.

backseat to anything, we can
compete with any jazz group in the
country. We've got excellent arrangers and excellent performers."
The Choir certainly worked
hard for their success. The members received no Christmas vacation and practiced everyday from
10 in the morning to 5 that
evening. As Moawad puts it,
"Everything we'd been working
for came to a head that night in
Texas."
The convention also served as a
great learning experience for the

students. Many professional musi- Berkeley on the 15th of that month
cians, such as Chicago bass player to compete nationally with other
Rufus Reed, held workshops for college -jazz balicfs". On M·a y 12-13,
the students. Choir member Mark the department sponsers their ·
Wade explains, "It was just an second annual Jazz Invitafloiial.
incredible thing to be listening and This will feature many high school
watching these great musicians bands and appearances by the Jazz
jam, no charts, no set arrange- Bands and Choir, climaxing with
ments, just talent."
an appearance by a new profesThe Jazz people on campus have sional group, Matrix 9.
a busy two quarters ahead of ·
them. On March 10 and 11, the
So, hats off to the Central Music
Music Department will be having Department and especially the
two Jazz Nights in McConnell Jazz Choir for their success.
Auditorium. In April, the Stage Nationwide recognition of a camBand will go on tour and arrive in pus program can only help.
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FiVe artists featured at art gallery
BY ANN SCHWIETERT
This month at the Community
Art Gallery there is a very
interest ing combinat ion of artists.
Five artist s are feat ured and the
pieces encompass a wide range of
media from fabric to metal. The
five artists featured are Kandy
Hardin, Bill Ritchie, Nadine
Kiyoka Kariya, Louise Kotis and
John Dempsey.
Kandy Hardin, an artist from

Seattle, is exhibiting soft sculp· ·
tures. She describes her work as a
type of sculptural relief.
This
fabric art has it root in "sewing"
expressions like quilts, banners
and costumes. It comes as no
surprise to her that a majority of
the new fabric and stitchery arts
have been literally "pioneered" by
women in the last two decades.
Her sculptures are very tactile
and sensual. In her work "Sultry
Aunt Sylvia" it is easy to reach out
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and touch the fur pieces, corduroy
and other materials that are
interwoven.
One can imagine
Aunt Sylvia standing there in her
coat and lizard skin shoes.
"In Things That Go Bump In
The Night'', one can see batlike
shapes and feel a certain terror in
the darkness and black, furry
textures. In "Door Omen", there
is · a contrast shown between·
smooth wood and a textured
background.
"Las Vegas Landscape" gives
one the feeling of a gambling
atmosphere. You see the glitter
and shine of a showy casino.
Kandy uses a combination of
bright and shiny textures, beads
and glitter to accomplish the
effect. Images of showgirls also
parade across the c9mposition.
To Kandy Hardin, fabric is the
ultimate sensual, malleable multimedia form. It invites tactile and
textile exploitation. Fabric art has
a language all 1its own-infinite
with suggestions and possibilities-yet bordered and grounded
by a few blessed limitations.
She gets lost in a timeless
child's-play, in her work of
problem-solving with fabric. She
has a passion with sewing and with
collecting quilts which she has
been doing for years. She uses
these quilts as an inspiration for
fabric design and techniques, as a
source of period textiles and most
importantly, as a political statement about domestic craft art and
unsung women's art throughout
the last two centuries.
Kandy Hardin graduated from
the University of Illinois in Graphics and Art History and finished
her M.A. in Medieval Art History
at Ohio State University. Her
professional work has included

'.
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SEWING EXPRESSIONS-Edwin Armstring, assistant director of the
Community Art Gallery, displays one of the many items in this
month's show, the theme of which is Creativity Through Sewing.
(Photo by Brad Peck)

managing the Visual Arts Program at Expo 74, cultural reporting on KHQ-6 TV in Spokane and
various advocacy projects.
Bill Ritchie, the second artist
featured, does prints using the
theme of flying saucers landing
and crashing in sequence. He is
currently a Professor of Art at the
University of Washington.
Nadine Kiyoko Kariya, the third
artist featured, reflects some of
her Japanese heritage in her
jewelry. This is a change from the
modern American pieces she has
done in the past. She works
mainly in metal and enamel.
Her use of flower shapes and
ordinary objects such as cats is
.
re fr eshmg.
Louise Kotis of Spokane, creates
very colorful, free-form banners of
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Dempsey first paints his canvases grey and then draws patt erns or freely paints the "clam
shell" colors over the base, leaving
stitchlike lines between shells.
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of Liebframilch and coffee,
tea or Russian tea.

fabric. These banners have cloudlike designs in them, when observed at a distance. They are
done in very vivid shades of green,
yellow and blue.
John Dempsey, a master's degree candidate at C.W.U. is also
Dempsey has been
featured.
interested in painting for most of ·
his life and works in acrylics.
Two forms of painting are shown.
These forms are "hard edge" with
large areas of the canvas painted
in solid colors and "''clam shell"
which turns into a quilt-looking
pattern.
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and Dolls"

Runyon play produced
these people and the cast to pull
together the first musical of the
year. This will all be done in
Take Damon Runyon, a news~
approximately one month's time.
paper reporter who spends his
The play is based on a--story of
time in the Bowery of New York.
Runyon's "Idylls of Sarah Brown."
Set his stories of the people he
Sarah Brown is a Sergeant in the
meets there to music, and you
Salvation Army who works on the
have Guys 'and Dolls. This is a
skid row. She meets and falls in
, musical fable of Broadway based
love with a gangster, Sky Masteron the stories and characters of
son. The play revolves around
Damon Runyon. Runyon's stories
them and other characters who
and characters ·were adapted for
have a part in the skid row life.
this musical by George Kaufman,
Casting for the play was done
Abe Burrows and Jo Swerling..
last week with two nights of open
Music and lyrics are by Frank
auditions. The lead roles in the
Loesser.
play were given to Clayton
Though the play is produced by
Doherty who will play Sky Masterthe Drama Department they are
son, Teri Reopelle will play Serassisted by many other people of
Richard
geant Sarah Brown.
Drake was cast as Nathan Detroit,
with Kandy Barker as Adelaide.
0
Production dates are scheduled
for the 16, 11 and 18, of February,
events sponsor.ed by the Depart- work will be performed in the and the following week, February
ment of Music for January and large S.U.B.. Ballroom by all in- 23, 24 and 25. Curtain time will be
at 8 p.m. in McConnell AudiFebruary.
volved.
Jan. 22 •.. Youth Concert-7 p.in.,
The Pops Concert on February 7 torium.
Smith said, "I am pleased with
Hertz Recital Hall.
will be an evening of light classical
Jan. 27 .•. String Day-All Day, music featuring the works of Von my cast and feel comfortable with
Hertz Recital Hall.
Stuppe. Homemade breads and them." Smith also stated that
F e b . 7 . .. P ops Concer t - 5 : 30 soups will be served. Admission there were still several small
price is $1.50 and proceeds will go non-speaking parts available· for
p.m., S.U.B. cafete,r·ia.
both men and women.
Feb. 26 ... Senior Recital-Tim .to university scholarships.
Roth piano; 3 p.m. Hertz Recital
Hall.
Feb. 28 .•. Wind Ensemble Concert-8 p.m., H~rtz Recital Hall.
The youth concert scheduled for
January 22, will be cooperatively
\'our Fidelity Union Field Associate can help plan your financial
sponsored by the Department o!
future with College Master. ColMusic and the Ellensburg Music
lege Master is the nation's leader
Study Club. Promising local
in life insurance for college
youths will he given a chance to
seniors. Let him tell you why.
perform in a concert setting.·
BY MARY ZUMBRUNNEN

the campus in the finished product. Lana Jo Sarpe, a dance
instructor from the Physical Education Department is working
with the cast on the .choreography
for the musical. Working with the
musical aspects of the play will be
John DeMerchant, associate professor of music and Bert Christianson, professor of m'usic. DeMerchant will work with all singers
and Christianson will conduct all
the musical arrangements to be
played by the orchestra. The
technical director and- scene designer for the play will be Dee
Torrey, assistant professor of
Drama. Dr. Milo Smith, drama
dept. chairman, will work with

Th~ll~~gji~a ~~:.o~ c::s~n:~~~ ~master/

Putting this face
in your future.

String Day on January 27 is an
all high school invitational with six
high schools · pa~ticipating. At the

Jeff Smith
925-4177

call the -~idelity u~ion .college
Master Field Associate m your
area:

(olJeocMastcr
Li
In The Pla-za

Jody Daigneault

It's a
happenin'
Central's A.S.C. Productions
kicked off the Winter Quarter
dance series with the First All
. University (whatever that means)
Dance of 1978. The seven piece
band occupying the stage was
Smyle.
Smyle is another one of those
funk dance bands that sports a
black female vocalist and a bunch
of trendily dressed white backup
l
musicfans. Even the Average White Band has
black member
now. I just love trends.
As far as disco funk goes, Smyle possesses about the tightest,
most refreshing sound around. After just one look at the band, I
fell prey to· stereo typification and figured I knew exactly what
they w·ere going to play. Suffice it to say that when they opened up
their first set with the theme from the television show Star Trek
featuring a searing saxophone lead solo, I decided not to prejudge
anything else they might play in the remainder of the evening.
The thing I found most refreshing about Smyle was that most of
the things they played hadn't already been played to death by the
radio and other disco dance bands. The First All University Dance
didn't have the highest attendance of the year so far, but it was
one of the higher quality ones.
What Northwest band has a logo that features a leering little
girl with pigtails, licking on a large lollipop? That's right, Child was
in town last week at Goofy's kickin' out the rock interspersed with
tunes from their recently released album.
Child has a lot of potential in their musical ability but I really
can't imagine them going beyond the tavern circuit until they quit
pulling off such antics as playing Cream's "Crossroads" at a
danceable tempo and playing hackneyed tunes like Wishbone
Ash's "Blowin' Free". At the risk of sounding like some creepy
critic like Rex Reed, inost people around here don't seem to care
what they listen to as long as they can bump and grind to it, so it's
not all Child's fault. As long as people keep eating up whatever is
pumped into their ears, then groups like Child are forced to keep
playing it.
Still, Child was more into their music the night that I heard
them, more than I've ever noticed before, and the' crowd was into
their trip pretty heavy, so I guess that's what it's all about. "Keep
playing that rock and roll, keep doing what you been told ... "

a
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Sports

IT'S NOT ALL WINNERS AND LOSERS-Doing the Machial congratulate each other following their
best possible and enjoying the competition is part match.
of intercoltegiOte wrestling. Joey Johnson and Jo~e .

SAY IT AIN'T SO-University of British Columbia's Jose
Machial discovered an unwanted posltion under the grasp of
Central's Joey Johnson. Johnson, a 126 lb. Junior, pinned
Machial in the third period.

A day on the mats
My wrestling experience goes
back to high school. After playing
sophomore football, the coaches
decided that wrestling would help·.
my football ability. I wasn't enthused, but to play up to my coach
I agreed to try it for two weeks,
with the stipulation that I could
quit after that. It took less than
three weeks, the burden of making
weight lost out to Thanksgiving
dinner.
Six years later wrestling came
up again.
"Do you have your insurance
paid up?" Coach Beardsley asked
as I sat in on a practice, a' la
Plimpton.
Having great respect for my
arms and legs, I regrettably .had to
say, "no." I had to be content to
just watch.
Twenty-three pairs of eyes
looked up as I walked into the
wrestling room, but soon their
attention shifted to the workout.
My eyes viewed a typical scene; an
assortment of big and small wrest-lers, muscular and flabby, clad in
sweats, T-shirts and plastic warmups. A wrestler was clad in a
Rainier High School warmup and
another had a number 66 football
' jersey with "Luke" on tpe back.

each other about six times. The
last drill in a circle had everyone
lying down and hopping over each
body on one foot a couple of times.
During these drills the attitude
remained low-keyed, with joking
and kidding throughout. Idle chatter was prevalent. A saying from a
lite ' bee:1.~ ad, "What's it all mean
K.C.?" surfaced quite often. If
there's some inside meaning to it,
you'd have to be a wrestler to
know.

that all good wrestlers like the
"Iron Man" drill. One man can help
the other work harder, making for
a friendly rivalry, pushing each .
other. Personal pride and respect
does not come easy, but the coach
feels that the man that "works
hardest and pays the greatest
price" will earn his.
The coaching philosophy emphasizes self-motivation and pride.
Eric Beardsley believes it's up to
the individ~al to prepare physically and mentally with a little help
Members of tile squad paired up from the coach. Tips, suggestions
and practiced some elementary and praise flow from Coach Beardmeves at half speed to slowly sley's · mouth when a wrestler
catches his eye;
loosen up. As in all sports, some
took it more seriously than others.
Beardsley has been successful at
A few horsed around, but the C.W.U. Central's wrestlers were
majority really worked. The speed champions in 1971 and 1974. Don't
of this drill quickened. Soon the let the dual record fool you. Many
laughter and needling changed to of .the matches come against the
grunts and heavy breathing. The Oregon's, Washington's, and Iowa
sound of pounding bodies against State's of major college wrestling,
the mat increased.
but come National Tournament
Our coach has received many time, his squad is always ready.
offers from major colleges, incluPairing up, the final segment is
ding the top spot at a wrestling
eight, one minute, full speed, no _
powerhouse in Seattle. Fortunat- holds barred, guts-out wrestling.
ely for Central, he likes it here.
Pardon the cliche, but this "sepaThe school and the wrestling
rates the men from the boys."
program would suffer from his
The all-out effort leaves many
loss.
weak and pale, gasping for air. The
Next comes everyone's favorite,
practice is over, and everyone
The room, about the size of two the "Iron Man" drill. The coach drags their bodies to the comfort
handball courts, smelled of staie puts them in groups of four, one of a hot shower.
socks. Mats were wall-to-wall in man takes on each of the other '
Asked what could be done to
three one minute at a time. The
UP IN THE AIR- Central 's Dave Mitchell found himself upended by U. of about three-fourths of the room.
improve the already successful
cycle continues for about 20-25 program, Coach
W.'s Bob Sparks in recent action. The 134 lb. Senior finished third at the The far wall was the only one
Beardsley
padded; the others dangerously minutes.
U.W. Invitational.
couldn't think of anything too
The action is now full-speed.
bare.
major, but ,added, a J. V. program
The wrestlers viewed films from Bodies fly around, and many times to go against junior colleges and a
the last match before I arrived. two sets of wrestlers collide into a paid assistant to run the J.V.s
The regular three to five turn-out heap. The strain can be seen on would. help. The most drastic
·would contain only about an hour many faces. Sweat is pouring like a change would include improved
faucet from everyone. The temperof wrestling.
facilities. Considering the things
Story By
Practice began with a series of ature in the small room becomes
Coach Beardsley has done without
warm-up drills; the first three · hot and muggy. Even in my street
these improvements, think of what
Greg Kulczyk
clothes
I
pit-out.
done in a circle. Starting with a
he could do with them.
Coach Beardsley is at his best in
. leap-frog exercise, the wrestler s
A reminder of the great season
bent over at the waist and then the "Iron Man," giving encourageending home stand coming up.
leaped over each other. After two ment and instructions when meriPhotos By
Matches February 10, 11 and 25
complete rotations, the drill shif- ted. Sayings like "fight all t he way
along with a tournament February
ted to one wh~! e everyone to the mat," and "give up and
George May
18 highlights Centrals schedule.
crouched on his hands and knees. you're not going to like yourself"
Next action is January 19, at home
Again the wrestlers hopped ov.er helps motivation. Beardsley feels
against U.P.S.

••

Sports
- - - - R a n d y Sheriff--_._____..__

Cats led by 'Goose'
BY LAURIE VALDERHAUG

What is behind Central's starting center, Randy Sheriff is the
question of the sports feature
article this week. With little
modesty, Randy confessed the
truths behind his fine basketball
past. As a sophomore in high
school, attending Roosevelt High
in Seattle, Sheriff played varsity
ball. Doing well as an undercJass_man, be continued to play varsi.ty,
and finally he aided his team to
become state champions his senior
year. Through the expertise coaching of Ben Snowder, Sheriff was
. rated among the top one hundred
high school basketball players
nationally.
With the continuation of his
education, Sheriff moved to Idaho,
to attend the University of Idaho.
He stayed in Moscow for a year
and a half where he suited up for
junior varsity. He eventually ended up quiting the: team following
his d.isgust with the coaching staff.
Dec~ding not to go back to school
for awhile after his experiences at
the University of Idaho, Randy
went back to · Seattle where he
played for the American Athletic
Union (A.A.U.) His team at the
end of the season went back to the
A.A.U. national finals, where they
took third. The team that beat his
team had playing for them some
presently famous basketball players, among them were Adrian
Dantley and Gus Williams. Sheriff
also made note that on his high
school team, Jam es Edwards of
the Indiana Pacers played. It is
very apparent, therefore, that
Sheriff has really played in the big
leagues, or maybe mangled with
the big wigs.
When he came to Central,
Sheriff was in his· junior year of
school but in his sophomore year of
eligibility. He played varsity right
off the bat, becoming a , terrific
asset to his team. At the present
t,ime, Randy is a senior, and
Central's starting center. He averages approximately 6 points per
game with 7 rebounds. He is in
hopes that people take him seriously as a center, even though his
height is only at the 6'6" margin.
That is of little d.oubt, however,
especially among -his short people·
public.
.
Personally, Sheriff views himself as the team's "Enforcer" on

THE "ENFORCER"-Randy Sherriff, senior cent~r for the Wildcat hoop
squad, has been invaluable in helping the Wildcats to their present four
game winning streak.

the court, "I like to keep things
physical, I love contact," he stated.
Take that as you may. It basically
means that he will, and has
protected his teammates on the
occasion of a court brawl. On one
instance last season. his t.~ammate
and present roommate Tom Enslin, who now coaches the junior
varsity; was assaulted by an
opposing p:ayer. Randy gladly
stepped in to assist, the results of
the dispute, however, were npt
disclosed. Even though he has had
the tendency to fight in the past,
at his mature age, he has mellowed
out quite a bit.

From an academic point of view,
the "Goose,•• as he is so appropriately nicknamed, is a Health
Education major with great hopes
of a strong coaching future. His
future as a basketball player is yet
to be seen, but there are strong
possibilities of him playing in the
European leagues where . he has
contacts.
In conclusion, Mr. Randy Sheriff
is a very personable person; he
loves talking with and being ~ith
people. His basic outlook on life
stems from his most famous quote,
"Above all, keep it fun and do what
you feel like doing."

Jack Core~

En-s lin leads
Junior Varsity
The Mens' Junior Varsity_Squad this year is fortunat~ enough to
have a very experienced ex-Wildcat at the helm this year. Tommy
Enslin, who played for Central for the last few years, including last
year's Kansas City team, has done a c.r edible job to date coaching
for the Junior team.
A good example of the distance he's brought the team so far this
season is their close 92-88 loss to the Knights of Wenatchee Valley
last Friday night. Earlier in the year the Jr. Cats were walloped
by the Knights over the;re, 119-90. And with over half the season
left, ther~ is no doubt the_junior Cats are going to end up swathing
!l path through .their competition.
A big gain for the junior Cats this season is Brian Hagbo.
After leading his Clover Park High School to a 16-4 record his
senior year, the multi-talented athlete travelled south to play at
Mt. Hood Community College in Oregon. But after suffering an
injury early in the winter season Hagbo played very little. After
hearing of the winning tradition Central has nurtured, Hagbo
transferred here last spring, much to the dismay of the Mt. HoQd
coaches. Hagbo has nearly a 16 point average on the J. V.'s and has
already gained experience with the varsity team, playing a couple
of minutes in contests against P.L.U. and S.P.U.
Besides dribbling the ball in the winter, Hagbo intends to bat a
few balls around thi.s spring-, where he hopes to be playing outfield
c!>l1.. Qoach Frederick s league-champion basebaff team.
Another valua_ble transfer gain for the Cats is sophomore Tom
Rife. After having played a year on the varsity and junior varsity
squads. at Eastern Washington, Rife red-shirted a year and
transferred to Central in time to compete for the Cats this season.
Rife says he likes "Nick's", (Varsity Coach Dean Nicholson's)
program here a lot better. Rife brings his experience on playing
for winning teams to the Cats this year. His Everett Seagull High
School club went all the way to the finals his senior year before
bowing out 63-58 in the state championships.
The P.E. major had a college career-high of 30 points last Friday
night against Wenatchee Valley to raise his season average to '
around fourteen a game. Rife also has experienced playing time on .
the varsity squad and could fill the shoes of any of the guards
should the need arise.
·
At center for the second-stringers is home-town athlete Dan
. Knutson. Knutson started the year at forward, but was shifted to
the post position when the regular center quit the team a couple of
.weeks ago. He feels Enslin is doing a lot better job coaching the
J.V.'s then last year's coach because of Enslin's recent playing
experience. Knutson, in comparing college ball to high school ball,
finds college competition much tougher and more intense. It's
rare, he says, to find teams in college with just small players as
compared to some high schools he's played against. It seems, to
him, that all the teams they've played, or will play, have at least a
couple of good-sized men in the middle for him to go up against.
With these three players, aJong with the other two regular
starters, Chris Coley and Joe Coluccio, who are both veteran
ball-handlers able to put points on the board, and the rest of the
young players, the J. V. club is turning out to be iln exciting club,
well worth watching.

The baseball team may have suffered a major loss even before
their pre-season begins.
Roger Valentine, varsity transfer from Skagit Valley Community College and formerly of Mt. Vernon High School, tore some
cartilages in his knee while playing some gym-rat basketball just
before the club was to begin their winter work-outs. Valentine,
who had a good chance at starting in the outfield this spring, had
earlier torn some ligaments, but that injury hardly . denied
Valentine any mobility. This time, ,.,Then the cartilage went,
everything in his knee went sour. He says he'll be in a cast from
his toes to his thigh for quite some time.
If that's the case, Valentine says he will probably end up
red-shirting this season and come back next year.

Some of you may have noticed that starting guard Tom Powers
has seen limited playing time since coming back from Christmas
vacation. And lately, when he has been allowed to play, there is an
ace bandage surrounding his right (shooting) wrist that has slowed
him down quite a bit. It seems during practice early this new year
Powers was tripped and in trying to cushion his fall ended up
spraining his wrist. But his streak of bcid luck wasn't quite ·over.
While recovering from that inconvenience, he jammed his right
thumb. His first chance at playing- again after a few games of just
spectating was the Lewis-Clark romp last week.
"It hurt when I dribbled with m~' right", he confessed, "so I
ended up using my left hand for most of the dribbling.''
>I- ying agam-;;t Oregon College of Education, (also last week).
Powerc. ~-ot in e>arly when David Berry was injured. In fact, he
e IP'l scored a foul shot. Hut soon .Powers will bt: back full Lme and
his yuick a!5 ists and intelligent (1uarterbacking will agam become
an integral part of Coach ichol"on's game plan. ·
l

Next Week: Our All-American swimming teams and the girls
basketball team.

t
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Wrestlers split
Running their dual meet record
to 5-6, C.W.U. split two wrestling
matches last weekend.
·
Saturday night in Nicholson
Pavilion, Central lost a close
match to University of Washington 29-18.
After spotting the
Huskies a 20-0 lead, Joe Sanford,
(8-7), Tony Ledbetter, (7-6), Pat

Give the giftt"-J
oflife,
V
C!} give blood

~Red Cross

Blood Drawing
Feb.I
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
S.U .B.
Sm. Ballroom-

Kelly, (pin at 7:54), and Kurt
Bledsoe, (pin at 4:57) all won to
make it 20-18. U. of W. won the
last two weights to ensure their
sixth dual win.
SundJ.y a:t Washington Stat~.
Central took five of the last six
bouts to win 26-18.
W.S.U. received 12 of their
points on two forfeits. The Cougs
won only one match, '(126).
Central's Sanford (11-1), Ledbetter, (11-5), Kelly, (6-4), and Bledsoe, (pin at 2:51), again won.
Bledsoe winning for the seventh
time, (6 pins), against one loss.
Other Central records over the
weekend and their winning score.
Ron Coppinger, 1-1, (6-3 vs
W.S.U.), Dave Mitchell, 1-1. (11-1
vs W.S.U.), and Mike Wilson, 1-1,
(4-0 vs W.S.U.).
Next action at home against
U.P.S. January 19 to try to even
their slate· at .500.
Central
defeated U.P.S. last December 1,
42-9.

'Thanks •••••• Central'
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San Fransisco Giant relief pitcher, Dave
Heaverlo, delighted the Monday night crowd at
Nicholson Pavilion with several quips .and
. comments. The former Wildcat all-star noted
ther.e were more people at the U.P .S. game than
' he has seen in quite awhile at Candlestick Park.
Heaverlo was being honored by having his
uniform number retired by base~all coach, Gary

Fredricks. A standing ovation for - the former
.Wildcat ace flame-thrower opened the half-time
show that ended ·with Heaverlo's father (shown
here with Dave's mother) making a small
speech. The senior Heaverlo's final words left
the crowd laughing. "The only thing I ever
learned to throw in Ellensburg were dice."

Girls skunk Oregon
BY LAURIE VALDERHAUG
Attending a swimming clinic
directed by an assistant to Doc
Councilman was among the many
highlights of Central's womens'
swim team trip to Oregon. Doc
Councilman, a very reputable
coach . of many Olympic teams,
was ill and therefore unable to
attend, so he sent one of his
assistants to aid the swimmers in
technique and speed.
Speaking of speed, the girls
defeated Ashland's Southern
Oregon University with ease,
ra-ckin~ up a final score of 107 to

Hanging Plant Grower

32. With a tremendous effort from
Phyllis White in the 100 yard
backstroke, she broke the school
record, setting it now at 1.07 .54.
Along with White, Central's other
. event winners were Jackie Harshbarger, Karen White and Nadia
Johnson. The divers were Nancy
Popp, Denise Long and Ann
Trezise. The team's relay specialist also took firsts in the 200
freestyle and the 200 medley.
The relay team consists of White,
Smith, White and Long for the
medley and Trezise Long, Harsh~
barger and White for the freestyle. Coach McConnochie feels,
"The teai:n swam very well overall
after the long trip down. Many
individual's best times were
posted, and I believe we are a little
ahead of where we were last year
at this time!'

Along with the meet in Ashland,
the team 'Swam in a tri-meet in
Corvallis on Friday against O.S.U. .
and Portland State. The dual with ,
o.s.tJ. ended quite close with the
final score 109 to 96. The dual
meet with P.S.U. however, turned
out strictly in Central's favor with
the ending score 109 to a mere 41.
The season's standing so far is
now at 3 and 0, which undoubtly is
extremely encouraging.
"With
many of the girls ah~ad of where
they were last year, we find this
very enc<,m raging, however, I feel
we still need some more hard work
before we can be fully prepared for
Regionals in late February,,.- predicted the c_oach.
Their next adventure will be in
their own waters, Thursday, January 19, with the men ag&.inst the
University of Idaho.
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Cats extend win streak to four
SEATTLE PACIFIC
UNIVERSITY

BY TONY LEITCH
_L EWIS & CLARK
A lot of people had road problems over the Christmas holidays,
and so did the Wildcats. The Cats
had problems that many other
people can relate to after driving
over the treacherous roads this
winter. The Cats had trouble
getting their engines started, their
shooting touch became icy and
they slid into a scoring slump.
But on Tuesday, January 10, the
Wildcats were able to entertain
the Lewis and Clark Warriors.
But the Warriors weren't the only
ones entertained as a crowd of
about 2,000 also watched on.
. What they saw, was the Wildcats
quickly losing the cold shooting
touch that had been -hampering
them over the past four contests.
Battling the club that had previously handed them their worst
shellacking of the season (a 86-63
defeat in Lewiston, Idaho) the
Cats came out and played more
intensely in all facets of their
game.
Both clubs installed a fierce
three-quarter court press that
caused numerous turnovers from
both clubs.
The Wildcats ran off a 9-2
scoring spurt led by Carl Whitfield
and David Berry to take a three
point lead to the locker room at
halftime. That occurred despite a
17 · point performance by Warrior
center, Kip Newell, who continually got inside the Cat front line for
little jumpers.
Midway through th e second
half, after neither club could
mount any sort of lead, the
Wildcats finally ran off a string of
eight straight points to take a
commanding 62-50 lead t hat they
never relinquished.
Berry again led the charge with
two cat-quick steals that went for
lay-ups, much to the delight of the
crowd who, to this point, had been
almost hushed, waiting in anticipation for the Cats to take command.
Carl Whitfield paced the Wildcats in scoring with his season high
24 points.
Alphonso Roberts
came up with his season average of
16 points and Berry came up with
11 critical ones. Randy Sheriff and
Chris Olsen led the Cats in
rebounding with nine and eight,
respectively.
The Wildcats shot a blazing 550/o
from the field in breaking out of
their recent shooting slump.

Extending their winning streak
to two games and breaking a four
game losing streak on the road,
the Wildcats took another step
closer to repeating as conference
champions by defeating the
Seattle Pacific Falcons in Seattle
on Wednesday the 11th.
After a see-saw first half of
action, the Wildcats exploded for
the final eight points of the half to
take a seven point lead to the
locker room.
The Cats built up that lead to as
much as thirteen points, and held
off a late Falcon charge to finally
record the 91-79 victory.
Carl Whitfield tossed in 24
pol.nts to pace the Cats and
increased his scoring average to
over 18 points per game. Randy
Sheriff continued his domination of
the boards, picking off eight of
them to lead Central.

OREGON COLLEGE OF
EDUCATION
Oregon College of Education
senior center, 6-6~ Kipp Archambault, came into the contest with
the Cats leading the Evergreen
Conference in both scoring and
rebounding.
He sported a 25
p.p.g. scoring average and a 10.7
rebounding average.
But the
Wildcats were not impressed with
those credentials as they held
Archambault to only 15 points and
two rebounds and recorded their
sixth victory of the season.
"We just denied him the ball," is
the wa,y Alphonso Roberts explained the Wildcat success in
containing the O.C.E. big man.
And that is exactly what the
Wildcats did as they pressured
him all night and forced him into
six turr1overs.
The Wildcats opened up a big
lead early against the Wolves,
then coasted the rest of the way.
Jim Ingram led the initial Cat
charge as he accounted for eight of
Central's opening twelve points.
Four of those came on lay-ins
before O.C.E. even realized that
the game had gotten underway.
With the big lead ope~ed up so
early, the Wildcat mentor had the
opportunity to shuffle in-the entire
tro11ps. Eleven Wildcats got on
t i scoreboard and gained valua},,~ playing time that could help
the Cats down the stretch drive as
they near the halfway mark in the
season.

WILDCAT BASKETBALL MENTOR-Deon Nicholson watches as Central records o 62-60 victory over the
Univer_sity of Puget Sound in recent action. The victory was the 300th career win for Nicholson at
Central.

Carl Whitfield once again led the
Wildcat attack as he recorded 28
points on 13-22 shooting and 2-2
from the foul line. Al Roberts
scored 12 points and Greg Rance
came up with 10. Randy Sheriff
was the big man on the boards
eoming up with eight caroms.

UNIVERSITY OF
PUGET SOUND
In a game made especially for
nail-biters, the Wildcats survived
a controversial ending in helping
coach Dean Nicholson record his
300 career victory for - Central
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Washington University.
The controversy ensued after
the University of Puget Sound
attempted to tie the score at 62
with only three seconds remaining
in the contest.
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C·a fs nip Birds
for Seattle Pacific's team. Nutley
led in rebounds with 16 and
The Cats put the icing on the Engebretsen tied in field goal
cake ending the game against scores with seven apiece; a couple
Seattle Pacific with a score of 67 to of women with some fine basket63. Central's women's basketball ball statistics on the Seattle Pacific
team traveled to meet Seattle team.
Patty Schrag and Gerean BaginPacific at Brogham Pavilion on
January 11.
aki tied in assists to teammates f •.
Cheryl Mercier led the Cats Seattle Pacific and Sharon Barker
with 11 rebounds. Leslie Scott blocked two of Central's shots.
followed with 10. Total point
Central ended the first half with
leader was Mary Fryer who has a score of 30 to 21. The Cats had
continued to lead the Cats in some good ball handling in the first
scoring by averaging 23 points a half and some definite teamwork.
game. In the contest with Seattle
Coach Purser remarked, "The
Pacific, she received 21 total team was coming along in their
points. Charlene States made 4 teamwork and showed Seattle
out of 4 attempted field goals.
Pacific how good a team they are."
Seattle Pacific had some hot .
Coming back into the seeond
shooters in the game with Central. half, they made some improveBarb Engebretsen ·had 18 total ment in the accuracy of the field
points, and Lynne Nutley had 15 goal scores.
BY DICKIE WETHERHOLT
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(Cont, from Page 21)
apparently had forced U.P.S.'s from _42-42 to 5{!-56. U.J:>.S . .t~en
leading scorer Tim Evans into a grabbed the lead briefly at 58-57
bad shot which Logger All-Ameri- and 60-57 with three minutes left
can Rick Walker picked up and put .'in the contest, but the Logger~
into the basket. The official scorer committed two ·critical turnovers
stated that the shot occurred after that enabled the Wildcats to take a
the buzzer, so therefore disal- two point lead and set up the final
lowed. U.P .S. coach, Don Zeck, -excitement.
argued that Evans had been fouled
U.P.S. ·shot an amazing 61 O/o
on his attempted jumper, but the from the field as they were lead by
referees disagreed, and the con- the hot hand of Rick Walker.
test was officially the. Wildcats'. · Walker scored only two points in
The victory gave the Wildcats the first half, but made 9-10 field
their fourth consecutive victory goals in the second half to recol'.d a
and also extended their home game high of 20 points. Carl
court winning streak to 16 games Whitfield scored 18 to lead the
going back into last season.
Cats. He was followed by Randy
The Cats jumped out to a Sheriffs 12 and Jim Ingram's 11.
16-6 lead and retained that iead The Wildcats came up on the short
three I!linutes into the second half end of a 31-22 mark on the boards.
when Walker hit a baseline jumper
'rhe next action for the Wildcats
to tie the game at 34. The two comes Friday night when the Cats
teams then traded buckets as the face Eastern in a critical league
game was tied eight straight times contest.
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1978-79 are available in the Office
of Financial Counseling and Financial Aid, 209 Barge Hall. Students
who are applying for financial aid
at C.W.U. for the 1978-79 school
year must complete the confidential statement and the C.W.U.
application form. Deadline date
for submission is March 1. Late
applications will be accepted, but
awards to late applicants will
depend solely on availability of
funds after awards have been
made to "on time" applicants.
Undergraduate students are, also,
required to apply for Basic Educational Opportunity Grants. All
notification of B.E.O.G. eligibility
must be sent to the Office of
Financial Aid whether it indicates
eligible or in-eligible. Awards of
financial aid will not be made to
undergraduate students until the
Financial Aid Office has the Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant
Student Eligibility Report.
"JESUS FREAKS"
JESUS FREAKS WHERE
ARE YOU? We are looking for
"Freaks" and sympathizers who
are interested in the Movement.
Where did it go? Where is it
now? Where is it going? Interested? Write: J.F.M., P.O. Box
605. Kittitas. Wa., 98926.
1978 HONORS PROGRAM FOR
. LITERARY ARTISTS

t' 1l>f;4'1• ~•

being placed on a college workstudy job (part-time or full-time)
for the summer may place their
names on a sign-up roster in the
Office of Student Employment,
Barge 101, between March 13 and
April 21. An information sheet
will be available explaining eligibility, process for applying, etc..
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FINANCIAL AID CHECKS FOR
STUDENTS NOT ON CENTRAL
CAMPUS SPRING QUARTER
Students receiving financial aid
spring quarter who will be offcampus must make arrangements
with the Financial Aid Office, 209
Barge Hall, by March 10th, . and
must provide verification of the
off-campus program and an offcampus address where checks are
to be sent.
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EXIT INTERVIEW
INFORMATION
If this is your last quarter at
Central and you have received a
National Direct Student Loan, you
must make an .a ppointment for an
exit interview. Call the Office of
Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go
to the second floor of Mitchell Hall.
The office is located behind the
cashier's cage near the accounting
section.

QUALIFICATION TEST
Washington writers have until
midnight January 31 to submit
The Air Force Officers Qualifipublished material for consideration in the 1978 Honors Program cation Test for A.F.R.O.T.C. will
for Literary Artists sponsored by be administered on January 21st
the Washington State Arts Com- at Peterson Hall. Call the A.F.R.0.
T.C. Detachment at 963-2314 to be
mission.
Awards of $4,750 each will be scheduled for the test. Those
presented 'to two literary artists, .interested in applying for entry
poets, playwrights or other crea- during the Fall Quarter (1978-79)
must take the A.F.O.Q.T.
tive writers.
Recipients will be chosen by a
two-member jury of science fiction
K.C.W.S. RADIO
writer Frank Herbert of Port
Townsend and poet Primus St.
It has come to my attention that
John of Portland.
many Department heads do not
Application information is availknow the campus radio station,
able from the Washington State
K.C.W.S. F.M. 91, gives free time
Arts Commission, Olympia, 98504;
to non-profit organizations. The
Mail Stop FU-12. Telephone: (206)
procedure to place a public an753-3860.
, nouncement is as follows:
Contact Lee Hicks, Informati(}n
1) Information must be typed on
Officer for further informaion at
.a 3" x 5" card.
(206) 753-3860 office and (206)3252) It should be written ready-to5943.
. read as is.
3) It should have beginning and
SUMMER N.D.S.L. LOAN
ending dates.
APPLICATIONS
4) It must be submitted two
days prior to air date.
Applications for Summer Quar5) All announcements should be
ter National Direct Student Loans
sent through campus mail to
may be picked up from March 13 to
K.C.W.S. Radio, or dropped off at
April 21 in the Office of Financial
the
S.U.B. Information Booth.
Counseling and Financial Aid, 209

FOREIGN STUDENTS
MEETING

SOCIOLOGY COLLOQUIUM

There will be a meeting of all
foreign students with the foreign
student advisor to discuss the
academic, social and financial situation of the foreign student on
campus and to explore ideas on
how Central can better serve
students from other lands.
The meeting will be held on
January 25, 6:30 p.m., in the
Faculty Lounge in the Language
and Literature Building, 106A.
PHI ALPHA THETA

Dr. Charles Hawkins, professor
of sociology will read a paper,
"Family-Size Norms," at the next
Sociology Department colloquium
on January 26. His presentation
will specifically deal with an
analysis of contemporary family
patterns from data on Ellensburg
town and country families gathered in 1976. The department and
the Sociology Society cordially
invite the campus community to
hear Dr. Hawkins' report.
It will begin at 3 p.m. and will be
held in the Instructional Building
Ro'>m 401.

Phi Alpha Theta, International
History Honorary is now recruiting undergraduate and graduate
students for induction at the end of
Winter Quarter.
Requirements are 12 or more
credits in history with a 3.1 grade
point in history courses, and must
have a 3.0 or better in 2/3's of all
course work.
Students do not need to be
history majors. Interested Stude.nts should contact Dr. Gordon
Warren 963-2344. The office is
heated in Shaw-Smyser lOOA.

LOST&FOUND
A 4" x 5" wedding picture, in a
summer setting was found. Inquire at the Registrar's Office in
Mitchell Hall.
Also found: 1 jacket, 2 ski caps,
1 pair of gloves, eyeglasses and a
watch.
Inquire at the S.U.B.
Information Booth.
CONTACT LENS WEARERS
Save on brand name hard and
soft lens supplies. Send for free
illustrated catalog. Contact Lens
Supplies, Box 7453, Phoenix,
Arizona 85011.

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS
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MUSICAL EVENTS
Following is the list of Music
Department events that will take
place through February 10, 1978:
(January 27) String Day, All Day
in Hertz Recital Hall. (February 9)
Faculty Recital-Peter Gries, Piano at 8:00 p.m. in Hertz Recital
Hall.

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR

Barge Hall. To qualify for a loan,
applicants must have been enrolled Spring Quarter, 1978, at
Central. The deacj.line for submission of aid applications to the
Office of Financial Aid is April 28.

603 North Main

925-5539
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CRISIS LINE MEETING
Crisis Line will conduct an
in-service program on Assertiveness Training for all Crisis Line
volunteers. The program will be
held at the Ellensburg Public
Library, January 19, from 7-9 p.m.
in the conference room. Kathleen
Morris of the Central Counseling
and Student Development Center
will be the guest speak~r.

.see washina
1nstruct1ons inside

FINANCIAL AID CHECKS
Financial aid checks are currently being disbursed in the Cashier's
Office, 2nd floor, Mitchell Hall.
Checks not claimed by January 23
will be cancelled .
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NEW LIFE for your stereo ... or a

GREAT START

on a system

~-

Specially
priced now
through
...___ .Monday!~--11--•

®PIONEER

·sx-ssa
A:\1/FM STEHEO RECEl\"EH

You naturally expect a good deaf\l\lhen you shop at
STEREOCRAFT; but this one is truly outstanding I Just look at the
features of this excellent receiver:
·Power! Continuous 85 watts RMS per channel at 8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz, with no more
than 0. 1 % Harmonic Distortion.
'

·Wide dynamic range equalizer for lifelike record reproduction.
·Outstanding FM stability and sensitivity; crystal clear reception.
·Deck-to-deck tape copying ~.lhile listening to another source.
·Switching for up to 3 sets of speakers.

NOW $499

LIST PRICE $650;
USE YOUR CARD!
-OR-

VISA

: TEREDCRIFT
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FINANCING ARRANGED
-

408 N.
Pearl
-.... . - ... .
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25c: Off any case of beer

925-_1111

HARDCORES
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· NEWHAPPYHOUR!!!

THIS SATURDAY·

6 A.M. - 1 OA.M

7-9 P.M •

•

15c SCHOONERS

$2.95 T-SHIRTS
(NEED WE .SAY MORE Ill}
~ 21

WEDNESDAY-MONDAY

& OVER ONLY)
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SWEEPSTAKES NUMBERS
f JAN. 7 - 14)

Jean
Brad
David
Mike
Laurie
Patty
Greg
Bill
Brian
Mark
Paul
Carolyn
l{evin

Bruce
Ralph

124702
124376
124829
124814
124301
124365
124332
124269
124974
124953
124107
122557
122629
122593
124176

Bob
122673
Don
122712
· Paul
123396
Dennis 124701
Mike 122551
Scott 122591
Kitty 124183
Mark · 124059
Richard 123496
Dan
123486
122676
Joe
Susan 122665
Kerry 123447
Linda 123451
Tony 123442
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